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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the theology represented by Gustaf Aulen has 

found a friendly hearing in some American Lutheran circles, 

and since, conversely, Pieper's theology is regarded as out— 

moded, 1% appeared desirable to evaluate Aulen's theology 

in the light of end in terms of traditional Lutheran theol- 

Ogy, as represented by Dr. Pieper. The choice of the area 

of comparison grew out of the conviction that as its name 

indicates, prolegomena is the basic and fundamental area 

of theology, since all subsequent statements in theology 

depend on the presuppositions éstablished in prolegomena. 

A mathematical example will illustrate the point: Ordinari- 

ly, when we see the numerical combination "11," we at once 

take it to mean the sum of ten and one. We do this because 

we presuppose that ten is being used as the base of the sys— 

tem. But suppose that someone decided to use not ten, but 

some other number, say five, as base. Then the figure “11," 

provided the same symbols were kept, would mean not "ten 

plus one" but “five plus one." Unless, however, we were 

aware of the substitution of a different base number, we 

would completely misunderstand the symbole of the other sys—- 

tem and interpret them in terme of our own. In theology it 

is prolegomena which determines what the base of the system, 
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using that term broadly, is. Only if we know thet can we. 

umMlorntand subsecnuent statements, which will often employ 

the same verbal syntbole which are associated with tradition- 

&l Christinn theolosy. 

No attempt hes been made to coneenl agreement with 

Pleper's theolosy, Since this thesis cannet possibly in- 

clude 2 complete demcenatreation to tho offeet thet Pienor's 

theology is simply Serlpturcl, Lutheran teaching, this 

point of vlew must ne regerded, for the purpose of this 

thesis, as a presumponition. 

Conpaxing Floper ari fulen involves (1) en exposition 

of both positions, and (2) a juxtaposition of the two in 

® way whieh will actuclly exhibit their mutual relations, 

Whatever is relevant to the understanding of either position 

in terms of thesis or antithesis is relevant to the thesis, 

Since titis involves practically Limitless cource-material, 

& rigorous selectivity had to be exercised. Haturelly this 

involves the cloment of judgment on the writer's part, sinco 

he’ nust select what scems particularly relevant and reject 

whet Goer not. This thesis does not pretend to be anything 

like an exhaustive treatment. It attempts merely to isolate. 

and elucidate a few major issues of the entire complex pic- . 

LUPO. 

Naturelly Pieper never read Aulon, and it 1s always 

risky to essert what so-and-so would heave seid if Le vere 
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elive, Tut fortunstely that is not the issue. Aulen's 

Views are being compared not with whet Pleper would or 

might have said, but with whet he actually @id say. This 

erdeavor presupposes that Pieper and Aulen do not occupy 

isolated, air-tight compartments, but that their positions 

can be brought to a common denominator end compared. This 

involves, of course, the eloment of interpretetion., While 

there has been = conscious attempt to be just and feir to 

both positions, this dees not preelude the possibility thet 

this or that might have been misunderstood. ut in each 

birticuler the iuterpretation desires to be judged individu- 

ally, on the basis of the specific supporting argumentation 

and dociumentution. 

fo 2 glanee at the table of contents wiil show, there 

2re three mein chepters, dealing, respectively, with Fie= 

per's end Aulen's definitions of theology, their doctrines 

of Serlipture, and their philosophical involvoenents.



CHAPTER IL 

THE NATURE OF THEOLOGY 

Spiritual Aptitude or Science? 

Dr. Pieper is very careful to assert from the begin- 

ning that, properly speaking, theology 1s a spiritual ap- 

titude, a habitus practicus, and only secondarily and de- 

rivatively is it doctrine. Theology in the subjective 

(proper) sense is defined thus: 

Theology, then, taken subjectively, or concretely, is 
the aptitude . . . wrought by the Holy Ghost in a 
Christian to perform the functions of the pastoral 
office, i.¢., to teach the Word of God, the Word of 
Scripture, in all its purity, both publicly and pri- 
vately, to refute all false doctrine, and thys to lead 
Sinners to faith in Christ and to salvation, 

This definition already includes all the elements which 

Pieper details in his subsequent discussion. First of all, 

it is obvious from this definition that there is no such 

thing as a theologia irregenitorum. Being a spiritual, God- 

Given aptitude, theology in every case presupposes not only 

natural gifts of intellect, etc., but also personal faith 

in christ, 1.e., trust in the forgiveness of sins by grace 

through faith, for the sake of Christ's satisfactio vicaria.@ 

    

lyrancis Pieper, Christian Dogmatics (St. Lovis: Con= 
cordia Publishing House, » Ls e 

2Ipid., De 46.
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An unbeliever may acquire a purely intellectual knowledge of 

Christian doctrine, and may have a natural ability to commu- 

nicate such knowledge to others, but he is not a theologian 

in the Scriptural sense, for a theologian can be created only 

by the Holy Ghost. 

Included in this spiritual aptitude is "the ability of 

the theologian to confine himself in his teaching entirely to 

God's Word," and the"ability to teach the whole word of God, 

the entire truth of Scripture." or, put very tersely, "sub- 

jective theology is the aptitude to teach no more and no less 

than God's word," 4.e., Seripture. 

In a separate chapter, "Theology and Science," Dr. Pie- 

per very emphatically repudiates the notion that theology is 

& science, science being understood as natural knowledge, ob- 

tained not exclusively from divine revelation, but simply 

from human observation. only in one sense is theology a 

Science, namely if science is understood to denote a certain 

knowledge, as distinguished from mere opinion or probability. 

in this sense "theology is the perfect science, the only re- 

liable seience on earth," since theology alone, resting on 

&@ supernatural, infallible revelation, has certain knowledge, 

while all empirical sciences rest on fallible human observa- 

tions and deductions and are therefore more or less uncer- 

  

Srpid., pe Sls 

4tpid., pe 107.
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tain, conjectural, and tentative. 

Finally, in the derived, objective sense, theology is 

Simply doctrine, And by “doctrine" Pieper does not mean a 

human interpretation or approximation to the truth, but the 

divine truth itself: 

objective theology, theology in the sense of doctrine, 
is nothing more and nothing, less than the presentation 
in oral and written form of the doctrine presented in 
Holy Scripture. 

theology is not made up of the variable notions and 

God's om doctrine (apatuioe aavinnls> aia aa aeann 
It is clear that Pieper is in complete agreement with 

Dr. Walther's judgment that theology is dogmetics, ise.e, 

dogmatics is “completely identical"® with christian or Bib- 

lical theology. ‘Thus Dr. Pieper approvingly quotes Dr. Wal- 

ther's maxim: "only dogmatiecs is edifying,"? that is, dog- 

matics as: doctrina divina, The dogma, says Pieper, is the 

essential elenent, which integrates all branches of sacred 

theology, i,e., dogmatic, historical, exegetical, and prac- 

tical, Exegesis is essentially method, not content. As soon 

as it produces content, i.e., teaching, dogma, then that is 

dogmatics. Hence nothing could be more foreign to Dr. Pie- 

  

SIbid., pp. 51-52, 

6c, F. We. Walther, "Die falschen Stuetzen der modernen 
tees} nas von den offenen Fragen," Lehre und Wehre, XIV (May, 

TPieper, Ope Cites Pe 101.
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per's view than the notion that exegesis produces Biblical 

teaching, while dogmatics conpiles the teachings of dogma- 

ticlans; Dogmatics is Biblical theology, or else it is not 

dogmatics but human speculation, Practical theology is tho 

art of applying God's Word, 1.e., the pure doctrine, in the 

work of the public ministry. Historical theology is not an 

"objective," “unbiased” recitation of historical events, but 

it is "the divinely taught art of ascertaining from scripture 

God's verdict on the historical events: and conditions," To 

describe events and positions is history; to judge these 

6vents and positions in the light of God's truth is histori- 

cal theology. without such evaluation and judgnent there is 

no historical theology, but only secular scholarship: 

When the church historian judges events according to 
his subjective view or any other extra-Biblical norm, 
church history is no longer a theological Giscipline. 
A Christian church history shows, says Luther, “how 
the dear Gospel fared in the world." where things are 
as they should be,.the Church will, therefore, elect 
only such men as professors of chureh history as are 
thoroughly conversant with the Scripture doctrine in 
all its parts, well informed in dogmatics, in order 
that the instruction in chureh history will not confuse 
but aid Christicn understanding. The final aim or 
church history is not to "awaken reverence for history, 
but to instill and strengthen reverence for God's word,® 

—. Aulen's definition of theology is altogether different. 

_For him "theology" or "systematic theology" (the wider and 

the narrower terms are used interchangeably) is simply 2 

science, Aulen distinguishes “the viewpoints of the reli- 

  

8rpid., pp. 100-101. 
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Gious life and scientific research," and insists that theol- 

Ogy belongs not in the former but strictly in the letter 

Category. In fact, the intrusion of "subjective confession" 

into theology is regarded’ by Aulen as e vositive menace, 

which is to be svoided by "a purely scientific and objective 

aoproach. "9 

it is clear that for Aulen theology 1s no spiritual, 

God-riven aptitude, but a strictly scientific task. The 

faith or unbelief of the theologian is completely irrelevant. 

This means, of course, that Aulen affirms a theologia irre- 

genitorum: 

Tn maintaining this view of the function of systematic 
theology, the confusing discussion about the personal 
Quelifications of the investigator disappears. Often 
in the history of theology an attempt has been made to 
transform the scientific discuesion concerning the sig- 
nificance of faith into a discussion about the personal 
faith of the theological investigator. When the task is 
defined as indicated in the previous paregraphs, there 
can be no other requirement than the demand to under— 
stand the subject under investigation. This is likewise 
the situation in all scientific research. 

In Aulen's system, then, "scientific method" is given 

the position which Pieper reserves for the Spirit-given su- 

pernatural aptitude. In view of this it is not only odd, but 

supremely ironic that the old, orthodox theology, represented 

RM ne es ; 

9Gustaf Aulen, The Faith of the Christian Church (Phile- 
delphia: Muhlenberg Press, c.1948), p. 5. 

1Zbad. 
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by Pieper, should be decried far and wide as "intellectual- 

iom,"22 ana that Aulen should join with such gusto in this 

condemation of the old theology! 12 

What then is the function and purvose of Aulen's scien- 

tific systematic theology? The task of theology is simply 

"to clarify the significance and meaning of the christian 

faith with all the means at its disposal."29 ‘Therefore 

theology is neither demonstrative nor normative, but purely 

analytic and critical. 

Pieper, of course, would agree heartily that theology 

is not demonstrative. In fact he insists, with the old dog- 

maticiens, that theology is not demonstrative but exhibitive; 

in other words, theology does not attempt to adduce rational 

proofs for its teachings, but simply asserts these teachings 

on the basis of the divine authority of the self-authenti-~ 

cating Seripture.2* 

But Auvlen insists also that theology cannot be norma= 

tive. Theology "does not write laws for faith, .« . « does 

not determine faith, . . . cannot presume to determine what 

ought to be believed."25 Rather, theology merely describes, 

  

lipieper, op. cit.» Pp. 62. 

T2aulen, op. cite, PP. 74-76. 

13rbid., Pe 3s 

Wpieper, op. cite, P. 10/4. 

auien, OP. Gite, Pe 6.
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objectively and scientifically, “the Christian faith as it 

actually exists." Such a view, evaluated in the light of 

Pieper, renders theology rather irrelevant and valueless to 

the Church, It presupposes that before theology begins its 

work or even can bogin, the Church must already be fully 

equipped for its work, The Christian faith, with all that 

this implies, already exists, and then only comes theology, 

when all is ready, as it were, and proceeds merely to analyze 

what is already there, Theology does not determine the 

Church's teaching, but merely investigates "the Christian 

faith as it actually exists," 

Such a view is obviously diametrically opposed to Dre 

Pleper's teaching on the subject. For Dr. Pleper theology is 

precisely the determinant of "what ought to be believed.” To 

deny this function of theology is to cut out its very heart 

and soul, and to make of theology an irrelevant speculation 

for the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity. 

But if Aulen denies to theology the right to "determine 

what ought to be believed," does he then mean to say that 

there is no such determinant, no such normative discipline at 

all? He says: "There is really no such ‘normative’ 

science, "25 Aulen here asserts explicitly only that there 

can be no science which could determine what ought to be he- 

T6rpi 

M
R
 
e
e
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lieved, He does not say that there might not be some other, 

hon~-sclentifie (and therefore non-theological) discipline, 

which could have this normative function. But if theology 

cannot exercise the normative function, what can? Aulen's 

concept of revelation, to.be discussed in the next chapter, 

really eliminates the possibility of any normative determi- 

nation of what ought to be believed. 

But suppese there wore some other discipline, beside 

theology, which could have the normative function which Aulen 

denies to thoolcsy. Suppose tnat this discipline, for in- 

Stance preaching, declared that a given teaching, x, ougnt to 

be believed. Theology would then come along and investigate 

this teaching x with a view to determining whether x is gen- 

ulnely Christian or not! Aulen expressly assigns this func- 

tion to systematic theology: "Systematic theology must focus 

its attention upon what is and what is not characteristically 

Christian,"17 ‘nus, for instance, Aulen expects systematic 

theology to examine and judge the various denominational con- 

fessions within Christendom: 

The work cf systematic theology involves, therefore, 
with reference to confessionalism a continual self= 
examination, far removed from all naive confessional 
self-sufficiency. Theology is not looking for denomi- 
national expressions of Christianity but for genuine 
Christianity itself; and it does not recognize a de- 
norinational expression unless it can document itself 

  

17rbid.
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&s8 Genuinely Christian. i8 

If this means anything at all, it surely means that 

Systematic theology is the supreme tribunal which decides 

whether a given teaching is Christian or not. If a lower 

court, i.,¢., some non-scientific, non-theological discip- 

line, or some "denominational confession" maintains some- 

thing which systematic theology regards as "not genuinely 

Christian," the supreme tribunal simply reverses the lower 

court. It follows that none of the lower courts can be norn- 

ative, 1,¢,, determine “what ought to be believed." and if 

the highest tribunal, scientific, systematic theology itself, 

cannot be normative, then nothing can be normative, and the 

question "what ought to be believed?" simply camot be 

answered, 

Actually, however, though Aulen explicitly asserts the 

opposite, he does assign the normative function to systematic 

theology. for if denominational confessions can be judged by 

systematic theology and found to be "genuinely Christian" or 

not, then systematic theology is able to determine what is 

"genuinely Christian." But if it can determine that, then it 

can determine "what ought to be believed," for the two are 
synonymous for the Christian. But if systematic theology is 

the real determinant of what is “genuinely Christian," and if 

  

18zpi4, o Pe 18,
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there cen be no other such determinant, then theology cannot 

Come upon the scene post festum, merely to analyze an slready 
  

present "Christian faith," for the simple reason that such 

"Christien faith" as on identifiable object of study cennot 

be present until systematic theology has exercised its nor- 

mative function and determined what the Christian faith is, 

80 that the question, "What is genuinely Christian?” is 

answerable. 

A dilemma avpearg: Either theclogy is, as Aulen says, 

het normative, and then nothing else can be normative either, 

or, as it works out in Aulen's practice, theology is norne- 

tive, but then theology cannot merely study and analyze an 

antecedent cbhject, but must itself contribute to the forming 

end determining of its object of study, in which case it is 

ho longer "scientific. " 

But the normative role of systematic theology according 

to Aulen is something far different from the normative role 

of Sacred Theology according to Pieper. 

For Pieper, as we heve ceen, the normative role of theol- 

Ogy consists precisely in this that theology teaches and 

presents what ought to be believed. Nor does theology merely 

"point to" or "bear witness" to the truth to be believed, as 

if this truth were some transcendental, ever-receding hori- 

zon which may be approached but never reached, but theology 

actually has and presents the naked, immutable, divine truth 

itself. For theology--and for Pieper theology is never en 
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abstract ideal but a very concrete reality inhering in con- 

crete individuals--truth 4s a known magnitude, The whole 

activity of the theologian, 1.¢., leading people to eternal 

life via Law and Gospel, presupposes that the theologian himn- 

Self already possesses the: truth, The essence of the old 

concept of theology, as represented by Pieper, is the salu- 

tary dispensing and applying of the revealed divine truth. oe 

The emphasis is not speculative-scholastic, but practical, 

the characteristic element being the dispensing of the truth, 

It is clear that if theology is viewed as a dispensing of the 

truth, the possession of the truth is presupposed, and this 

necessarily, inexorably." Without this presupposition the 

entire view of theology represented by Pieper collapses. 

oF ee ae nee Es gene oom e Re: 

19, certain G. H. Muedeking, in a review of Dr. Pie= 
per's Dogmatios, is quite correct when he says: "Dr. 
Pieper will not admit before he begins, that he in- 
tends to tell us what he thinks the Bible says, He ex- 
pocts to tell us what the Bible says." But then Muede= 
king calls this a wrong perspective. Scoring Pieper for 
his “basic distrust of philosophy," Muedeking psycho- 
analyzes Pioper and calls his doctrinal certainty ([1.€., 
the identification of his own thinking with scripture") 

a "projective PeebEn bas due ie Peper 6. basis Masuye= 
ness. Ge He Muedeking, Review of C stian Do cs, 
by Francis Pieper, The Lutheran Qutlook, XV (astcper, 
1950), 311-315, Rut unlike others, Dr. Pieper realized 
that his own or anybody else's conjectures as to the 
meaning of Seripture were of absolutely no religious 
value. Quoting the Apology of the Augsbur Gonresston 
to the effect that gooa consciences find death more 
tolerable than doctrinal doubt, Pieper emphatically re- 
peats Luther's judgment that a pastor or theologian must 
either be sure that what he teaches and preaches is 

Gee e uore and eens or nel cue eee be Bente aoe 
Cis Pieper, Vortraese Yeber die Evanselisch Lutherise. 
Kirche, die panier atch oe Kirche Gottes aut pion (at st. 

RS Se OS eee 
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But in what sense does Aulen conceive of theology as 

hormative? Aulen can indeed speak with appreciation {occa~ 

Sionally) of “sound dectrine,” He can even commend “the in- 

tellectual approach to faith," by which he nemns medieval 

and "post-Reformation scholasticisn," for ita insistence on 

the "given" nature of the content of faith: "the weakness 

in the intellectual approach to faith is not that the con- 

tent of Christian faith is here presented as something defi- 

nite and determined. This is rather its strength." sut 

what he appears to give with one hand, he takes away with 

the other, for he immediately scores orthodoxy for its "con- 

fusion of divine revelation with some Given, authoritative 

#20 In other words, the con= theological system of doctrine. 

tent of faith is somehow "given," but it 1s not a "given, 

authoritative theological syetem cf doctrine." But if it 

cannot be "given" as doctrine, can it reaily be "given" at 

211? 

The "given" magnitude, for Aulen, is the object of 

    

Louls: Seminary Press, 1916), ppe 143ff. The spiritual 
superiority of Pieper's religiously serious point of 
view seems to be conceded inadvertently by huedeking, 
when he confesses in the above-mentioned review: "One 
travels the old-feshioned roads of religion in this 
book, when religion was the dominant interest in life, 
and when all opposing ideas were roundly damned, from 
the Athanasian Creed to some of the documents issuing 
from the Predestingrian controversy," 

20rpid., pe 75. The implicit charge that a "normative 
dogmatics" is not a “biblical” idea is not new, and 
Pieper already refuted it. Pieper, Dogmatics, I:, 45, 
footnote 73. f
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theological study, namely the content of the Christian 

faith: 

The function of theology is to state what Christianity 
really is and whet is genuinely Christian. This is 
Something given cnce and for all in that relationship 
to God and that conception of God which 4s founded on 
the deed of God in Christ. In this sense "the pure 
doctrine" is something in principle given once and for 
al1,21 

Aside from the rather vague nature of the description, 

not to say definition, of the "given," i.e., of "what is 

genuinely Christian," the crucial phrase “in this sense" is 

characteristic. "The pure doctrine"--one notes the consist- 

ent use of quotation marks for this and equivalent exores— : 

sions--1s in principle given, namely in this sense, that it 
  
  

exists, as a theoretical ideal, but it is never really given 

in the sense that it can ever be attained or possessed. 

"Given" does not really mean "given" at all. The so-called 

"given" may exist, somewhere, somehow, but it certainly never 

becomes truly "given," 4.e., communicated. The ideal remains 

transcendent, and at no time does it actually become a "giv- 

en." Aulen himself says this very clearly: "The object of 

research is an ideal goal toward which theology can only 

strive in its endeavor to attain to the truth."22 Any "given" 

involved here must be conceived fideistically. 

In this sense "the pure doctrine" is something in prin- 
ciple given once and for all. But it is at the same 
time an ideal goal toward which theology must always 

Se 

2lauien, Op. cit., De 93. 

22Ipid., p. 19. 

asa we Ba
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strive, The "teaching" of any one pericd in the his- 
tory of the church cannot lay claim to have spoken the 
last word, The theological task is never finished, 
This is due to the fact that the object of theological 
study is so cnormously rich. that every new generation 
finds new treasures in it,.“2 

The contrast to Pieper 1s glaringly apparent. whereas 

for Pieper the theological task is the proclamation of the 

"given" truth, pure doctrine, the theological task for Aulen 

24 The one insists is essentialiy the discovery of the truth, 

that the real business of the theologian is to distribute the 

treasures, while the other holds that the theologiaris real 

work is to seek the treasures. For the one, truth is the 

terminus &® quo, for the other, truth is the terminus ad quem. 

For the one, truth is a knowable, attainable magnitude, for 

the other, truth is a limiting concept, an ideal, ‘The issue 

is very basic, and as most basic issues, rather simple: 

The Lom Christ did not give His Church here on carth 
the commission: "Go and discover the Gospel," but: 
“Go and preach the Gospel." ‘This commission, given by 
Christ to the Church, presupposes pat the christian 
Chureh possesses the saving truth, 

But if, for Aulen, “sound doctrine" is to be used only 

in quotation marks, if it is a magnitude which is by defini- 

tion unattainable, then why carry on theology at all? Aulen 

tries to meet this difficulty: 

  

23ibid., De 93» 
24rbid., Pe 86. 

“Srrancis Pieper, Vortreene, Pp. 146.
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The object of research is an ideal goal toward which 
theology can only strive in its endeavor to attain 
the truth. But this does not mean that we should make 
this limitation into a principle which would circum- 
scribe the work. Theology cannot under eny circum- 
stances deviate from its concentration on that which 
is essential and genuine in Christianity since this is 
the Bare purpose of its work and dare not be over- 
looked, 2 

When Aulen says thet "this: limitation," i.e., the im- 

possibility of actually attaining to the truth, must not be 

made "into a principle which would circumseribe the work, " 

he seems to be siving imoossible instructions. For if it is 

true that theology "can only strive .. . to attain to the 

truth," then it is not a matter of individual choice whether 

or not one wishes to make "this limitation" into a "principle 

which would cirocumseribe the work." If "this limitation" 

exists at all, then it automatically, eo inso, 1s a oircum-— 

scribing principle, and ea rather rigorous one at that. To 

accept "this limitation" is to agree from the outset that no 

matter what conclusions are reached in theological sctivity, 

these never attain the truth, but "can only strive," etc. 

Nor is the problem solved by ignoring it, or pretending, in 

the manner of the ostrich, that it does not exist. Yet this 

“@pproach seems to be suggested by Aulen's explanation that 

"theology cannot . . . deviate from its concertration on that 

which is essential," etc. In other words: Continue to seek 

the truth and don't be dismayed by the certainty that you 

  

26aulen, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
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shall never find it! 

But obviously Aulen does find something. And if it is 

not truth’. itself, pure doctrine, dectrina divina, what then 

is 41t that systematic theoloszy produces? Here we come to a 

very central concept, not only in Aulen, but in Lundensian 

theology generally. ‘This is the so-called "motiv." 

In discussing the critical task of theology Aulen says: 

"The investigation cannot stop at the surface or with the 

most obvious formulations... By a critical analysis it must 

penetrate through shifting forms to the underlying and fun- 

damental’ religious ideas . .. .” To this statement the trans- 

jators append the instructive footnote: “The approach of 

Lundensian theology has been characterized as motivforskning, 

i.e., the investigation of principal ideas or themes, The im- 

bortant word motiv has been rendered as ‘fundamental idea’ or 

‘fundamental thene, "27 

It should be noted that the motiv, the "underlying and 

fundamental religious idea," is something one reaches by going 

beyond and behind "the surface" or "the most obvious formula- 

tions," and penetrating "through shifting forms."28 it is 

clear from Aulen's usage that by “shifting forms," ete., he 

means not merely terminology or expression, but doctrine it= 

self, what for Pieper is final, authoritative doctrine, is 

nerely "shifting form" for Aulen, a sort of raw ore which must 
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be reduced, in the smelter of systematic theology, to the 

coin of fundanental, underlying religious ideas, from the 

point of view of Dr. Pieper's theolosy this perennial quest 

for the fundamental beneath the superficial suggests a rather 

dreary but chronic state of panta rhei. 

Sole Seripturas: sie et Non 

Nor 1s this situation at all accidental. Aulen's view 

flows with inexorable consistency and necessity from his view 

of what constitutes theological authority. Aulen sees very 

clearly that since there are many conflicting doctrinal posi- 

tions, or in his terms "multifarious conceptions of faith," 

each claiming to be true and Christian, there must be some 

standard, some “validating principle," which would determine 

whether a siven "conception of faith" is christian or not, 

If there were no such validating principle, then, argues Au- 

len, theolozy would be a "seience™ in which everyone may af= 

firm whatever comes to his mind, Then the work of systematic 

theology 1s futile. "To say, #8 W. Herrmann does, that the 

funetion of systematic theology consists in letting each theo- 

logian express his own tenets of faith is te declare theologi- 

cal bankruptoy."29 

But what is the "validating principle," the authority, 

SS ETE wee aN 
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the formal principle in theology? Aulen is quite explicit in 

rejecting the Bible as the supreme theological authority. 

  

Sola Scriptura is clearly and vehemently denied. To validate 

  

theological positions by the appeal to Scripture is to Aulen 

"mechanical Biblicism."29 Not only is it wrong to appeal to 

the entire Bible as a verbally insoired unit, but it is 

@qually impossible "to selest certain portions of the Bible 

as infallible authority. Even such an abbreviated Biblicism 

is impossible in whatever form it appears." Not even the 

teaching of Jesus Himself can be normative, partly because of 

the impossibility of ascertaining precisely what that teach- 

ing wes, and partly because Jesus' teaching, too, contained 

Gubious elements, 32 

At least Aulen 1s consistent and doses not try very hard 

to hide his denial of the sola Scriptura. He sees clearly 

that once the infallible authority of the Bible has been de- 

nied, 1t is not possible to save selected portions as theo- 

logical authority: "The attempt to determine beforehand by 

means of certain mechanical rules what passages are infallibly 

inspired leads to arbitrariness and absurdity. "32 

Aulen sees correctly that if Scripture is regarded aa au- 

thoritative, then "the task given to theology, . . . could be 

scenes 

30TH34, 

31gr, David Hedegard, Soumenism and tne Bible (Orebro! 
Evangeliipress, 1954), pp. 187ff. 

32amien, op. cit., p. 83.
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only to reproduce ths biblical conceptions and to combine 

them in the best possible manner."33 fverything then "must 

be appraised by ita agreement with or departure from the form 

once and for «11 given and define@. The categories used are 

reproduction and apostasy. "34 But this view is at once re- 

Jected as static. 

Theology must not stop with a consideration of the 
various forms of expression which we meet at the first 
appearance of Christianity. .. . It is necessary to 
push beyond these forms and formulas, and to reach the 
Gdynemic religious ideas, the religious themes, which 
are here active. 

Not the forms but the underlying themes are essential. 

But Aulen is careful not to reject Scripture altogether. 

It is still useful as a “witness."35 In fact, since the New 

Testament 1s the original witness to the deed of God in Christ, 

it has “unique significance." Theology is "forever deter- 

mined by the testimony of the New Testament." But the unique- 

hess cf the New Testament is not due to its special, in- 

S8pired nature, but only to the fact that it is the first, the 

original witness, among other witnesses, which however do not 

differ qualitatively from the New Testament, but only in point 

of chronology. And to the statement that the New Testament 

testimony forever determines theology, Aulen immediately adds: 

But this does not mean that no other conceptions of faith 
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34Ipid., p. 66. 

35Ibid., pp. 90ff. 
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are permitted except those produced within this most 
enclent testimony, nor that evexy one of the con- 
ceptions of faith found within the New Testament 
should without further consideration be accented 
as legitimate parts of the Christian faith, 

On the basis of his acceptance of the iiew Testanent as 

the first and origine1 witness among others, Aulon is evon 

willing to declare: "In this respect the evangelical prin- 

ciple of Serinture as the ‘only infallible rule of faith 

and lifa' 4s forever valid.">? 

For AuiLen then there simply exists no external doctri- 

nal norm or authority. To maintain such ea norm would be 

dreadful logaliam, 25 of course tredition 1s also rojected 

868 & valideting principle. 

How then does 4ulen determine which “conceptions of 

faith" are genuinely Christian and vhich not? Aulen's 

nswer"9 oan be summarized as follows: ‘he act of God in 

Christ 4s the fundamental and determinative fact of Christi- 

anity, All Christion affirmetions must be closely related — 

to this central fact, If they are so relisted, they are 

Christian, if not, not.-- This 14s es far as Aulen's explena- 

tion goes, To be sure, he uses mystical exnpressions like 
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"inner, orgenic, and living conneetion,"” "inner vital con= 

nection," etc., but this does not explain anything. It 

eppears like 2 vest begging of the question: Christian 

affirmations validate themselves as Caristian by showing 

thet they sre Ghristien., How this oll heppens, remains a 

mystery. ake, for instance, futen!s own formulation of 

the “validating vrinciple": "Every Caristian affiraction 

must in some way express the God-rolationship whiéh is ful- 

ly defined as uniquely Christian,” What can be the meaning 

of this?. Does "in some way" mean-"in-any way"? Who de- 

fines the "God-relationship" which is untquely Christian, 

or who decides what is “uniquely Christian"? Who establish- 

e6 whether a given affirmation has or does not have (and 

surely they will all claim to have) an “4zmmor vital con- 

nection" with the “act of God in Christ"? 

If the act of God in Christ, through its “inner, or- 

6enic, and living connection" with some affirmation veli- 

Gates thot affirmation, someone must have already defined 

the meaning of the "act of God in Christ." Or are the 

basic affirmations about the "act of God in Christ" solf- 

validating? This could possibly be made plausible if every- 

one understood the expression “act of God in Christ" in the 

same way. -If there were some way to start out with an un= 

questioned, unmistekeble definition of "aot of God in .... 

Christ," commonly accepted as incontrovertible throughout   
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external Christendom, thon this could be made into 2 com- 

mon court of appeal, which could "velidato" other affir- 

mations, Hut this is not the case. "Act of God in Christ” 

Means many different things to many different people, aside 

from the fret thet this expression presupposes so much that 

when it has been defined, theology has bsen practically ex— 

heusted, To illuctrate: For Dr. Fiepsr, “ect of God in 

Christ" includes, for instence, the balief that God is 

three Versons in One Godhead, thet Christ is true God and 

true man, and that Chriet rendered, in the place of sin- 

ful mankind, a complete satisfaction of divine justices. 

Aulen olso says "act of God in Christ," but he means some- 

thing which involves a denlal of the Trinity and the deity 

of Gurict, #2 and of the Yicorious Setisfaction, éné 

these are only to examples of the many conflicting inter- 

pretctions of "act of God in Christ.” How does Aulen 

"Validate" his interpretation? Apparently he doesn't. He 

Simply assumes his own interpretation of "act of God in 

Christ," ond then proceeds cheerfully to use this inter- 

pretation as 2 “validating principle" for the rest of his 

theology! Although his book is replete with references to 

the phrese "Christian faith affirms," the noticeable ab- 
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86nes of aay real "validation" forces one to conclude thet 

the phrase means no more than "Gustaf fsulen affirms." Is 

this sort of theology not precisely, in Avlen's words, "2 

‘science! in which everyone may affirm whatever comes to 

his mind?" and thus 2 "Geclaration of theologics1 benk- 

ruptoy? whe 

fox Fleper the entire matter is very clear: Theology 

has only one cource and norm, one principium comnoscendi, 

namely Holy Serlpture. ‘The presupposition is that either 

Scripture is the only prineipium or it 1s no prineipium at 

a1," the Serlpture princinle cannot be coordinated with 

the principle of tradition, es Aulen tries to do, “+ For 

if Serinture must share its normetive position with some 

ther source and norm, C.&e, reason, experience, the 

"Church," tradition, ete., then Seripture cannot be the 

sole and ultimate authority, Since Seripture is the only 

source and norm of thoolorical knowledge, the only task of 

the theologian is to repeat wheat the Prophets and Apostles 

had taught. "We are cateehumens and pupils of the Prophets. 

Let us simply repeat and preach whet we heave heard and 

learned from the Prophets and Apostles," says iuther, and 
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oun.46 tHe only nermissible theology is "ectynal the- 

ology,""7 the theology of "repristination," 1.9., that the- 
ology which merely repeats what Scripture teaches; "any 

other theology has no right of existence (John 8:31-32; 

17:20; 1 Tim. 6:3ff.; Eph. 2:20). "48 
Naturally this does not mean that theology "must not 

use more words and other words than are found in Serip- 

ture.""9 But it does mean that the proper sense and 

meaning of the Serintural words must be maintained in all 

points. "Therefore the Christian theologian renounces all 

Speculation." And that includes Aulen's practice of "pen- 

etrating beneath the surface forms," and uncovering the 

‘underlying themes." When Scripture teaches sonething, 

then, in Pieper's theology, this teaching is ipso facto 

an “underlying theme" and not merely a "shifting form." 

To disregard, discard, or analyze away any teaching of 

Scripture in favor of an "underlying theme” cr some other 

human construct is non-theologicel end arbitrary. Scripn- 

ture doctrine simply 1c what it is, and no man has the 

Sere 

"Spieper, Dogmatics, I, 52. 
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right to exploein it in terms of some self-imaginod “fun- 

damental themes." All such efforts must result in pure 

arbitrariness, for what may seem an “underlying theme" to 

one theolosian may aprear as nerely a "surface form" of 

& yot tiore basic theme to another theologian. The cuest 

Tor the rundementeal beneeth the superficial, necessitated 

by the repudintion of the Serlpture principle, in principle 

Pleess doctrine end theology on an inclined plane, on which 

it 1s impossible to find rest, stability, and belance, and 

which leads irresistibly Inte the abyss of dogmatic dis— 

Belution and skepticism. As coon as the exeluaive authori- 

ty of Holy Serinpture is rejected or limited, human sub- 

djeectivion and eo-theology reign suprene, 97 tertium non 

datur. 

Since Picner maintains the Seripture principle, he 

vigorously denies thet theology can be constructed as a 

Speculative system, a develonment from a basic theme or 

motif. True, theology could be called a system, in the 

sense that 4% 1s not dinorderly, but has a formal and a 

neterial principle. 9+ Nor do the individual doctrines 

form a mechanical agglomerate, as Aulen charges regarding 
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the Orthodox view.52 Rather, all the articles of the faith 

are related to the doctrine of justification through faith, 

the articulus atantis et cadentis scclesiee, either as 

  

antecedents or as consequents.22 

But Pieper absolutely rejects the tdea that Christian 

doctrine is to be derived from some fundamental principle 

or theme. 54 Only the sedes doctrines determine doctrine. 
  

Hence Pisper heartily approves of Walther's slogan for dog- 

matics: "Only loci!" For it "1g the characteristic of 

revelation that we know only disconnected pieces of God's 

mysteries." Pisper approvingly quotes Hoenecke: "Ac- 

cording to Walther, it is not the task of the theologian 

to fabricate systems, to harmonize seemingly contradictory 

doctrines." Rather, says Hoenecke, "he holds with Luther: 

'If harmonizing were in order, we could not retain one 

single article of faith.'" And Pieper refutes the claim 

of the neologists that Luther "'genetically developed!’ the 

entire bedy of the Christian doctrine from the article of 

Justification," by showing that Luther derived his doctrine 

exclusively from Scripture and counselled others to forget 

and submerge all thoughts that arise without Scripture, 
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a5 quickly as possible. 

Pieper employs « etriking Lllustretion for the right 

ond the wrong senses of “system" in theology. He contrasts 

railroad systems and mountain syotens.°" fhe former orl~- 

ginote La the minds of the planners, ond are then worked 

out in ssecordence with the predetermined spocifiestions, 

while the lntter simply are what they are, and can merely be 

deseribed in on orderly way. In one cease systematic des- 

cription determines the facts, in the other cease the facts 

determine the systeuntic desoription. 

Is Aulen's system of the railroad type cr of the 

mountain type? In all fairness it should be said that 

Aulen does not strive for a "rationally completed system," 

accoming to his own elain, 95 Rather he envisions a wilty 

with inner tensions, in which the various "fundementeal i- 

Geas" strusycle with one another, iut in asmuch as Aulen re= 

jects the Seripture principle ané “validates" self-deter- 

mined "fundamental ideas" by means of a solf-determined 

"aet of God in Christ," he cannot evoid constructing | sys- 

tem of the railroad type. 

Whet would Aulen think of Fleser's theology? In the 

light of the preceding meteriel one ean only conclude that 
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he would rejoct Pleper's theolozy as a species of scholas- 

tlelsm, based on the mechaniesl "theory" of verbal in- 

Spiration. ‘What, on the other hend, would Pieper think of 

falen? If Fiepor's Dormaties is any indication, the case 

seens closr, Ficner insists on the principle: “Qued non 

est biblicun non est theelos%eum, and he allows no excep- 

tions, -Sinee, os was shown above, Anlen expressly rejects 

the Serinture principle, the following syllogism represents 

the judgmont of EFleper’s theology on Aulen's work: 

iajior: Quod non est biblicum non est theeloricun. 

Minor: Aulen's work non est biblicum. 

Conclusio: falen's work non est treolosicun. 

Since sulen's theology is in principle unbiblical, 1% is in 

prineiple unthcologieal; and whetever is mointeined in the 

Church without Seripture, is declared by Pieper to be no 

theolosy at ell, but mere “mateoolozia (vein theology), 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NATURE OF SCRIPTURE 

What is Reveletion? 

That revelation and faith are correlatives is main- 

tained by both Aulen and Pieper.1 In other words, one's 

Concept of faith will reflect one's concept of revelation 

  

and vice versa. 

For Dr. Pieper the Bible itself constitutes revela- 

tion. Moreover, this revelation is final and complete. 

With the completion of the Biblical canon "the period of 

divine revelation is closed." New doctrinal revelations 

are not to be expected, because the "revelation of doc- 

trine has come to an end with the Word of the Apostles and 

Prophets. " 

By this Pieper does not mean to say that God never 

used other modes of revelation than Scripture. On the con- 

trary, God often dealt with His people by means of oral 

proclamation, before Scripture waa written. ? Christ and 

  

1 Gustaf Aulen, The Faith of the ¢ Churoh 
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His Apostles also tranomitted reveletion viva.voce. But 

Dr. Fieper emphasizes that the only revelation accessible 

to the Church today is the Bible, which therefore is the 

exclusive souree and nor: of doctrine. 

nn 
The ob 5 section that revelation is really dynamic, i.e., c

a
 

8
 

consisting of acts in history rether than of words and 

Stotements, is not new to Pleper., Fiepcr meets it by show= 

ing that God's acts are mesningless without God's words ,* 

in his discussion Pleser very carefully limits hinself 

to "doetrinal revelations. "9 That "divine revelations per- 

taining to external events 1n Chureh or world" might be 

granted to individuals in our day, is readily conceded. 

    

4thad., pd. 211, The samo arecunent is stated thus by 
Packer: “Indeed, the biblical position is thet the michty 
Seta of dod are not revelation to mon at all, excent in so 
far os thoy are accompaniod by words of Ged to expla n then. 
leave mon to cuess God's mind and purpose, and he will guess 
WRONG5 » e « e The need for verbal revelation annears most 
clearly when we consider the Person and work of Christ. His 
life and Genth was the clesrest and fullest revelation of 
God that ever wes or could be made, Yot it could never have 
been understood without explenation. Whoever could have 
guessed, without being told, that the man Jesus was God in- 
carnate, thet He had created the world in which He was cru-= 
eifi ed, thet by dying = eriminal's death He put away the 
Sins of mankind. « « ? And who can come to feith in Christ 
if he knows none of this? No considerations could show 
more plainly the complete Inability of man to ‘make do’ in 
his religion without & spoxen word from God." J. I. Faoker, 
"Bundonentoligm" “Bud the tiord of God (Grond Rapids: Wn. 3B. 
Eordnan's Publishing Cos, “1958), De 92. 
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But the doectrinnl roveletion is complete in the Word of the 

Prophets und Apostles, to which the Church is forever bound, 

aecording to the New Reatanent.© No new doctrinal revela- 

tions are to be accented, for new revelations either say 

the same thing os Seripture, in which ease they are super 

fluous, or they say sonething else, in whieh case they are 

to he rejceted, 

ne entire issue 4s really contained in Flener's term 

“doctrinel reveletion." For that is precisely the soint, 

whether roveletion is in the nature of doctrine or not. 

The neologists sgeinst whom Fiener wrote had asserted that 

revelation is not really an imnartation of knowledge, teach= 

ing, doctrine, this bein: an intellectualistic view, but is 

rather 2 self-jimpartetion of God, ! And Pieper shows, by 

means of mumerous and decisive Biblical examples, that the 

assuned antithesis of "doetrine” vs. “revelation” is a ai- 

rect contradiction of Seripture, snd renreserts = destruc~ 

tion of the Biblical view of faith. To be sure, argues 

Pieper, revelation is God's self-imnertstion, but it is 

this only because it is on impartetion or Goctrine. With= 

out the iImpartetion of doctrine there is no divine seift- 

menifestetion, Any “manifestation” or "self-inpertetion" 

EE eS SET 
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of God apart from Biblical doctrine is pure illusion and 

cannot be the content of faith. 

In presenting Aulen'e concept of revelation it is much 

easier to say what it is not than to say what it is. Ac-~- 

cording to Auien's view Seripture definitely is not to be 

identified with revelation, because "the Chrietian faith 

does not conceive of the revelation of God as a point in 

time, nor as an isolated act of God, but rather as a con- 

tinuous series of divine acts."© -To view revelation in the 

Sense-of Pleper, aa something finished and completed at a 

certain point of time, 18 a species of static Deism. Revy- 

elation cannot be "localized in some past history." Di- 

vine revelation cannot be confused with "some given, autho- 

ritative theological system of doctrine." The New Testa- 

ment is a "historical document," end as such “an object 

of investigation by historical oriticiem.* But "divine 

revelation cannot be identified with anything historical 

or human," presumably because “nothing in history is ever 

finally and conclusively accomplished." Even what Aulen is 

willing to call "the Word" 4s not in iteelf revelation: 

"'The Word' does not become a divine revelation to man un- 

less God, as Luther says, ‘speaks it in the heart.'" 

But if revelation is not to be identified with a "sta- 
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tic," finished historical magnitude, like the Bible, then 

what is 1t? Aulen sseys that revelation is “eltogether ac— 

tive, 1t is divine activity. "9 Revelation is the continuous 

realization of the divine will against competing forces in 

history. Revelation is an "intense drama," and "the self- 

impartetion of God," which cannot be localized "but rather 

appears ee a continuity extending to the end of time." 

The "static" view that revelation was "finished et a 

certain voint in time, "10 is rejected with the following 

argumentation: If there was a point in time at which rev-— 

elation was finished, then that means that God ceased ve- 

ing active and withdrew, which is Deism. Therefore reve- 

lation cannot be finisheé. But does this follow? Pieper 

ingiste that revelation is finished, but he nowhere implies 

that God stopped being active, or that He "withdrew," etc. 

On the contrary, God very actively uses His revelation in 

Soripture, which is not a dead, static thing, but the ever— 

living and life-giving, active, powerful Word of God. 

What does this view have in common with Deism? 

Aulen singles out three misinterpretations, and op- 

poses to these his "dramatic view of revelation." The first 
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error is the statie view, which resards the essence of 

Christionity as "“Adentified with 2 certaln historiesl form 

of Christianity, "24 by which all subsequent developments 

are to bo judged. ithe second error is an optimistic evo- 

lutionism, os recresented, for instanes, by Sohleiexmacher. 

inc the third error, called the ‘netephysical-eschatologiesl 

conception,” is the radical negztion of the previously nemed 

Optimism, The mistake of the first view is that 1% ignores 

the living, agtive character of revelation. The sccond view 

ignores the element of .conTlict, and the third view con- 

pletely and radically separates revelation and history. 

Tho solution offered by fulen is the "dramatic riew" 

of Yovolation, The essence of this view seems to be that 

the divine will is constantly sur neling with conflicting 

povers in the arene of history. How or why this struggle 

is cr becomes revelation does not become quite clear. 

Binee revelation takes place in history, it “makes 

use Of historical means, persons, words, ects, ond the 

like, "19 which, however, remain instrumental, and which 

must therefore not be confused with revelction itself. 

"Revelation is fulfilled in Christ, but at the some time 

is continuelly in progress." 
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Regerding the nature of faith, which, being & correla- 

tive of revelation, reflects one's concept of revelation, 

Aulen seems to maintain two series of statements which can- 

cel each other, One series seems to affirm that feith does 

involve the intellectuel element, while onother series of 

Statements denies this. One hand seems to take away what 

“the other pives, On the one hand faith 1s treated as af- 

firming certain things about God, and as involving assent. + 

On the other hond this-is again denied, The view that “man 

with the help of divine revelation thinks God's oim 

thoushts," is condemned? Faith is not "rationelistic, " 

which in the econbext seeus to mean nothing else than thet 

faith dees not involve a real knowledge. Since revelation 

is Go vast that it “sennot be comorchended within the eate= 

S0ries of human thoucnt," feith's affirmations are pera= 

Goxical., But the parodoxes of faith are not logical or me- 

taphysical, but religious, in other words, they do not lie 

in the intellectual realm, But if the paredoxes sre not 

logicel but “religicus," is not the same true of the of- 

firmetions themselves? And 4f an affirmation is not in the 

realm of lozic, is it an affirmetion st 411? 

Aulen trics, as in so many cases, to occupy @ posi- 
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tion betizeon whet he considers tivo extrenes, intellectualisn 

and subjectiviem or psycholosism. Intellectualism under- 

Stends the content of faith to be primary in relation to 

faith, while subjectivism understands 1% to be secondary. 

4ulen cuts the Gordian knot and asserts thst the content 

of faith 1s neither primary nor secondary, but "is in prin- 

tiple given in and with the God-relationship as such, "26 

That this excludes doctrine from the "content of faith" 

seems obvious, unless Aulen means that exch Christian re- 

ceives @ special, immediate doctrinesl revelation "4n and 

With the God-relntionship as such," a view which one would 

hesitate to impute to anyone. If there were a doctrine 

which faith believes, and if this doctrine were alrecdy 

present ln Serinture, then the content or faith would be’ 

primary in relation to faith, and not “given in and with 

the God-relationship." 

It should be noted that when Aulen says "“Antellectual- 

isa". he seems to mean not merely a position which regards 

faith as exclusively intellectual, but any view which main« 

tains thet faith ineludes a doctrinal, definitely dianoetic 

Clement. Thus Aulen condemns the old Lutheran theologizens, 

sven though they teucht thet faith 1s ficgucia. Aulen. cari~ 
  

catures the nosition of the old theolosians of the Lutheran 

Church by ceserting thet they held thet faith begins as ess 
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§oneus and “subsecuently becomes fides caritate formata or 

Pidueio, "17 

Very choroecteristie ia the following argument of Aulen: 

"If revelotion were localized 4n sone past history, fo1ith 

Would mean simply intellectual assent to a past ovent and 

20 acceptance of thet which once haprened, 16 mis 4s then 

rejected bheenuse "foith means that God in the present over= 

whelns ond domiuctes man." But is this argument logically 

  

valid? Certuinly Pleper regerds revelction as "localized 

in some pest history." Dut does it follow thet therefore 

‘ ete.? By no faith is “simply an intellectual assent, ' 

means. Plioper explicitly teaches thet faith is fiduoie.19 

Morcover, Pleper Lnsists thet notitia, assensus, and fi- 

Gucia ere not three parts or sateges of faith, but, aro three 

sinultanecous ospects of the same supermaturclly ecreoted act 

of faith. Therefore, Pie cor shows. Seripture uses all 

three, knowledge, assent, and trust as synonyms for feith. 

Since faith is a faith in the Gosnel, and since the Gospel 

is not a mystical-enthusiastiec megnitude, but 2 message in 

words and propositions, and thus eo ipso addressed to the 

intellect, there cannot be, from Plieper's point of view, any 
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Opposition or antithesis between “intellectual" and "“spir- 

itual." Faith ia entirely spiritual and God-created, but 

this does not exclude but rather inoludes the intellect as 

the apprehending organ of the divinely revealed Gospel. 

It is this, and not the straw-man of total intellectualisn, 

that Aulen is combatting as “intellectualisn. " 

Dayid Hedegard challenges Aulen's concept of faith 

precisely at this point: 

Whenes has Aulen derived this conception of faith? 
Evidently not from the Bible (cf. above, p. 16). The 
Bibls nowhere states that faith "implies that man is 
subdued and dominated by God, "20 

Evidently Hedegard means to challenge Aulen's denial of 

the intellectual, noetic element in faith, for on the page 

to which he refers, Hedegard says that "faith includes a 

certain knowledge about Christ. Cordial trust in Christ 

is inseparable from a certain knowledge about Christ." 

The key to Aulen's concept of faith may lie in certain 

historical roote, which Hedegard uncovers: 

Aulen from his student days was strongly influenced 
by Soederblom. .. and this fact hag lert indel-.wle 
imprint on his theology. This influence can easily 
be traced in his most important work, Zhe Faith of 
the Ghristian Church. 21 

And about Soederblom we read that "Sabatier markedly influ- 
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enced Socderblom's theolosy."@@ Sabatier, together with 

Henegoz, founded the so-called symbolo-fideistiec or fide- 

istic school: 

"the Gistinetion between faith and beliefs is one of 
the fundamental premiases of fideiom. By feith is 
néant the movement of the self towards God-<-a movement 
which implies forseking sin, repentance, The man who 
repents and gives his heart to God is saved, whatever 
his belicfs may be. This statement is opposed to the 
old orthodoxy, whieh mode adherence to certain offi- 
cial Gogmas a condition of salvation." » « « 

According to Sehatier "all beliefs and dogmas are on- 
ly symbole." "Ihe same truth and the same @ivine life 
ny be velled in different garnents." Nathan Soeder~ 
blom, who was for some years in his youns days the 
Pastor of the Swedish Church in Paris, greatly ad- 
RKired Sabatier and translated one’ of his most impor 
tant books into Swedish, 25 

It ceens indeed impossible to understand Aulen's con- 

cent of faith and revelation except ina fidelstic sense. 

it should be noted that even fideiam retains a semblance 
  

of the dlanostic element, but, as in Aulen, there is no 

real knowledge but only symbolic affirmation, - 

the precetiing discussion revoals the real noint at 

issue. The cucstion is not terminological (1.0.6, ‘What 

should be called revelation?) as if the fact of divinely 

Siven doctrine were not questioned, the only iseue being 

whether such doctrine should be called revelation. The 

PRE ernnoUaEr eR cmereree wen se 
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real issue 1s whethor there 4s such 2 thing as aivinely 

Given deactrine at all. Fleper offirus it, Aulen denies 

it. If tae fact of divinely given doctrine were con- 

ceded by Avien, there could be no difficulty whatever in 

calling this “reveletion." In fect, 14 would be rather 

absurd to insist on a body of divinely communiested tench- 

ing, given in the Bible, and then to neintean that this is 

not revelation! So the real point at issue is not the de-= 

finkition of "revelation" per se, but whether or not there 

ie such © thing sas God-given, authoritative teaching, doo~ 

ixim. Givina. ‘This in turn resolves itself into the ques® 

tion of the nature of Seriptures If Seripture 1s the di- 

vinely inspired, revenicd word of God, then there 4p ea 

body of authoritative doctrine. If Seripture is not the 

Word of God, then 1% cannot transmit an avthoritetive body 

of doctrine; and 17 Seripture cannot offer authoritetive 

doctrine, then for ail practical purposes there is no such 

thins. 

Aulen's Vlew of Seripture 

Although Aulen on occasion makes such strong stete- 

nents about Seripture as this, "Christian faith regards the 

Word of Seripture as the fundamental and normative Word of 

| 
| 
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God, 24 sno apparent exaltetLlon of Seripture is illusory, 

&8 other statements show. Even the statement just quotod, 

upon closer inspection, reveels that Seripture is not being 

equated with the Word of God. It is the "Word" not the 

words of Serlpture which is the word of God, Hence the 

stetonoent 1s somevhst of a tautology: The Word of God, 

which is somohow related to Seripture, is the Word of God. 

That Aulen denies the inspiretion of Serinture hoe is 

ae 
ot palns to make quite clear. what he rejects » Of is 

course, “verbal inspiration,” but he makes no effort to 

retoin ony sort of "Inspiretion" dietinguished from "“ver- 

bal inspiretion. "25 Nether, Aulen sees quite clearly tha 

if the "biblicism" involved in "verbal inspiration" 4s in- 

possible, then any form of “abbreviated biblicism” is 

enually Junmossible. Hones Seripture does not differ cua- 

litetively from other humen books. The Old Testanent renre- 

3}
 ents 2 relision of the taw2® and its statements cannot have 

the same validity for Christian falth as those of the New 

Testament. Sven the New Testament is on the same Level as 

tradition, but the lew Testament's "testimony" is determina 
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tive ino sense, due to its hictorieal priority.<? This is 

followed immediately by 2 clear denial of the sole Sorintu- 
  

Ya, in the form of the assertion that the Now Testament de- 

termines neither the maxinal nor the minimel Mimits of the 

content of faiths 

Sut this dees not sean that no other conceptions of 
faith are pexmitted exeent those produced within this 
most gnolent testimony, nor that every one of the con- 
ceptions of faith found within the New Testament 
should without furthor consideration be accented as 
lositinate parts of the Christian faith, 

And of course Seripture is not infallible, nor “is 41% pos- 

Sible to select certain portions of the Bible as infallible 

euthority."” And yet Aulen is able to declare, though with 

the qualification "in this sense," thet "the evangelical 

prlnuciple of Serinture os the ‘only infallible rule of 

foith énd lire’ 46 forever valia™! 

fulen's hermeneuties correspond to his estimete of 

serlinture. Since the Seriptural teaching is not in it- 

self suthoritative for Aulen, this being a mechenical view, 

the real object cf interpretation is to penetrate beneath 

shiftins surfece forms and formules to the bssic, under- 

28 Again, the kinship of this view lying 1deas or themes, 

with fidelsm is quite apperent. In fact, Aulen himself 

says that his distinction between "surface forms" and "un-= 
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derlying ideas" 1s a substitute for "the usual nineteenth- 

century differentiation between 'life' and 'teaching,!" 

which Aulen considers well-intentioned but expressive of 

subjectivism. But Aulen's aubstitute hardly escapes sub- 

Jectiviam. His constant attempt to sseer between sun 

Jeativiam and a "mechanistic objectivization"2? is iliv- 

sory, and he remains in the subjectivistic camp of Schlei- 

ermacher, whose basic orientation Aulen endorses.2° If 

subjectivity and objectivity mean anything et all, a com 

promise or logical middle between the two ia inconcsiva— 

ble. 

Presuppositions of Sole Serintura: Verbal Inspiration 

Dr. Pieper teaches that the starting point of the- 

Ology (teken as dcootrine) is the Serloture principle, sola 

Beripturs. 34 Therefore, until that principle has been 

acknowledged, theology cannot begin. Whatever does be- 

gin without the Seripture principle is not theology. Guod 

hon est bibiicum non theologscum. But the Scriptures 

principle, sola Scriptura, is not a slogan suspended in a 

Goctrinal vacuun. Sola Scriptura presupposes at least 
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(1) that Serlpture is the uniquely ineplred word of God, 

(2) that 1% 4s completely inerrant and infallible, and 

(3) that it 4s sufficient and clear, If Seripture were 

not, in distinction to all other books, the inspired Word 

of God, but were qualitatively on the seme level as other 

books, there would be no conceivable reason to insist on 

Seripture as the sole authority. Tae same would be the 

case 1f Serloture were not entirely inerrent, for then an- 

other principium, such as human reason, would be required 

  

to determine what is true end whet is false or erroneous 

in Seripture, Finally, unless Seripture were clear and 

surflciont,; other princinia would be required to inter- 

pret ond supplement Seripture. Sola Seriptura, then pee ERA ae a 
  

iakes sence only if its inspiretion, inerrancy, suffi- 

cioney, and clarity or perspiculty are presupposed, then 

these ere denied, Seripture cannot be regarded sc the sole 

norm and authority, the principium cognoscendi, and any 

profession of "sole Seriptura"™ is under these circumstan= 

  

ces oither a purely arbitrary, even self-contradictory as@ 

sumption, or it 4s nothing but the ritualistic repetition 

of a meaningless pious slogan "for old times’ sake." 

With those who deny the Seripture principle, either 

directly or by denying one of its necessary presunposie” ~ 

tions, "an understanding is impossible, because there 15 

no common ground. Contre prinoipium negentom disputers 
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hon potest--with him who denies tho principle one cennot 
=O 

argue.""" Luther of course says it rather vigorously: 

therefore, if the people will not believe, then be 
silent; for you are not held to compel them to re- 
ceive herd yture as God's book om word; 4% is enough 
if you give the reason therefor. Sut if they take 
exceptions and savy: You presch thet one should not 
hold to man's doctrine, and yet Ste Feter and Faul, 
and even Christ, were men=--when you hear poople of 
tht 8S stamp, who ave so blinded and hardened as to 
deny that wit Christ and the Apostles snoke and 
wrote is God's Word, or doubt it, then be silent, 
speals no more with them, and lot then 50, Only says 
I will give you reasons enough from Serinture; if 
you yZ1i believe 1t, it 1s woll3 if not, go your 
way. 

then, to use & mathematiesl illustration, just as 

muelid's axLoms precede his geonetry, so the Serinoture 

principle with all its necessary ‘prosuppositions precedes 

theolocy in the objective sense, 1.0., doctrine, Wor is 

this at all s contradiction of Pieper's statement thet 

with on unbellever we start by bringing him to faith in 

Christ through Lew and Gospel, and not with an attempted 

dexonstretion of the cuthority of Seripture, which latter 

rests on the former. >* The psyeholocics1 order of events 

in a person belng converted has nothing to do with the 

Lozical order of principles in theology, whieh existed 
Seat eee 

centuries before tho given individuel was born. whet one 
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may not cxpest of an unbeliever, i,¢. uneoonditionsl sub- 

mission to Serinture as the Word of God, one must oxpect 

of a theoclorion, who not only professes faith in Christ 

but also wishes to instruct others in the seving truth. 

For Dr. Fioper Holy Serlpture is unconditionolly 1- 

dentical with the Word of God,2> In maintaining this po- 

sition Dr, Fieper is fully aware of the fact that he is 

thereby contradicting the unanimous consent of contempo- 

rary theolory, not only the liberal wing, but eiso the 

“pesitive" or conservative, even the "extreme right" 

wing. Floeper cites Nitzsch-Stephan to the effect thet 

the fault of the old dogmaticians lay in this that they 

did not 2% cll distinguish between the Bible and God's 

Wore, or else 41d so only imperfectly. tIhmels is quoted 

to the offect thet the identification of Serlpture with 

the Word of God rives revelation "an essentially intel- 

lectuclistic meaning." In other words, "intellectuclisn" 

is not mercly en accident, e fault to which some older 

theologians happened to suceumb3; rether “intelleatuealism” 

is viewed es Inhering essentially and inse feceto in the 

identification of Serimture with God's Word. The very ac- 

  

ceptance of this iéentifieation, and not merely some ac- 

cidental subsequent aberration, is already and per se "in- 

D5zpid., pp. 215ff, 
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tollectunalism"! 

Pieper is also quite aware of the fact that the ne- 

Ologists are perfectly willing to admit that God's word 

is in Serdpbure.2° But he is not very much impressed by 

this concession, since 1t does not entail submission to 

the cuthority of Seripture. A case 1n point is Theodore 

Katten, who hed declared that the modern theology for 

vhich he stcod “bows to no mere externel authority." The 

“external euthority" to whieh he will not bow, is of 

course Seripture, seys Pleper, 

And when he adds thet he bows to “God's Word" "as 
to an suthority that hes proved itself, ond main- 
teins Liself, in ite own power," he means to say 
thet he will accept only so nuch of Serinture as 
volid as hes given satisfactory nroof of being the 
truth before the judgment seat of his “experience” 
or his “pious self-consolousness,” 

Far from being Impressed with the criticisms of 

modern theclocy (Luther: “Shey speak such things oniy in 

order to lead us awey from Seripture and make thenselves 

masters over us, thet we shovid believe their dreen- 

sermons Wy 37 Pieper rather tekes the offensive and in- 

sists that before modern theology can claim to be Chris-~ 

tlon theology, it must execute a complete sbout-face and 

again learn to identify Scripture with the Word of God, 
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What modern theology regards as a fault in the Apostolic 

Church, in Luther, and in the ole. dogmaticians=eand Piepor 

cites noclogists who admit that the Apostles, tho carly 

Church, and the Reformation identified Seripture and God's 

Yond oad. c; rothor “the only correct position," as Flerer 

thon »roceeds to demonstrate from innumerable Serinture 

texts 9 

The identification of Seripture and God's Word is ab- 

colute: “Serinture is neither a human nor a 'divine- 

hunen' report on God's Word and the ‘facts of the reve=- 

lation,’ but is itself the Word of god."*9 im other 

words, the title "Word of God" belongs to Serinture not 

“honoris osusa," but by inherent right ond merit. As 

John Gerhard teaches, there is no real difference but only 

® terminologicel difference between the expressions "God's 

Word" and “Holy Scripture," or "God says" and “Holy Serip- 

ture says." Holy Scripture and the Word of God ere inter= 

changeable texas. Hence the question whether Christ's au- 

thority is greater than the Bible's cannot even arise. 

Seripture's statements and authority simply ore Onrist's 

statements and authority, and there can be no appeal from 
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the one to the other. In the old theologiens' terns, 

Serlpture is. tne word of God not improperly, not meto- 

nynleally, but properly and really, simpliciter. > 

fhough the identiviention of Serlpturs with the Word 

of God is ansolute, this does not mean that the Word of 

God is limited to the form in whieh 1t appears in Sorin- 

ture. To the old theologians, for instance, "the Word 

72.5 & Senus ond the Serinturoe was a species or this gc- a S&S 

ne 

oa
 

THIS Mievefora these theologians “eertainly never de= 

Misd thet preaching was the VYord of God when ond because 

it agreed with Serinture." In other words, Serinture is 

the Word of God with rospect not to the words as such, 

which though they sre divinely lnuepired, nerertheLess ro- “~o* 

Main “ruly humen words, but to the divinely intended mean~- 

ing end sense. Whatever therefore correctiy presents this 

divinely intbemied meaning and sense, oxpressed in the di- 

vinely chosen words, is the Word of God, be it stated in 

other languages, or in extra-biblical terms. But, ob- 

serves Dr. Prous, one camot conclude from this that the 

words and phrases of Seripture merely indicate or noint 

to the meaning or sense, which alone can be called the 

Word of God. No, the letters and words of Seripture "not 
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only sirnify the inspired content of the Seriptures but 

&etually import this divine meaning and therefore cannot be 

Seperated from it." That Pieper, too, presupposes all this 

s* ~ > 4 = Od we > when he identifies Serlpture and God's Word is clear, 

Hence it would he quite beside the voiut to urge that the 

identification of Gerlpture with God's Vord in any way de- 

tracts from the vive vox evengelil, as Aulen charges with 

reference to the old Lutheran theology, which he again nis= 

repyesents by the accusation thet the teachors of "orthodox 

scholasticisn,"” 410 contradistinetion to Luther, who "strong= 

ly emphasises the 'spoken' and living word," “limit the 

Vord simply to the Bible. ind 

Scexloture is the Word of God by virtue of its divine 

inspiration, The Serlpturel meaning of inspiration is 

clear from 2 Tim, 3:16, and is thus stated by Quenstedt, 

whom Piener quotes: 

Zhe Apostle does not say: “Everything in Scripture, 
wivra fv Se“PH oss wvrve rs 4 but "All Serizture, 
Ten Jeupy @fswvescros |" 4y order to show thet 
not only the things written about, but aiso the 
writing liself is ecérvuevsroY , And whatever is 
said of the whole Scrinture must of necessity be 
understood also of the words, not the most insig- 
nificant part of Serlpture. For if one little word 
occurred in Serinture that is not suggested or di- 
vinely inspired, 1% could not be said thet, "ALL 
Seripture is given by inspiration of God. "15 
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the object of inspiration are thus not merely certain 

Subjects or basic ideas (Reslinspiration) nor the persons 

  

of the urltors (Personn inspixvotion) but Serinture itself, 

: : 4 nenely all of 4% without exception. 1G Therefore, since 

Serinpture consists not of persons nor of subjects but of 

words, verba, inspiretion means verbel inspiration, ac= 
  

cording to the tenching of Seripture Ltself: 

As surely as 2 Tim. 3:16 predicates the orowveueres 
of the gP“pz7 2s subject, so certainly Verbal Inspi- 
ration is not a "subtle theory" of the old dogmati- 
Glens, but the plain teaching of Scripture itself. 

fe, Plener demonstrates from Seripture thet inspi~ 

ration doss not soply only to the Old Testament, but also 

to the New. Incidentally, the fact that "Serinpture” in 

2 Tins 5:16 refors probably to the Old Testament offers 

ne confor to the modernistic theory, Sinee the neolc= 

gists, iIneludins Aulen, AT are ot pains to emphasize the 

Glad @estament's inferlority in rolation to the New, they 

cannot very well maintain that this inferior Old Testament 

is indeed verbally inspired by God, as 2 Tim, 3:16 teaches, 

but that the superior New Testement is not! 

Picever shows thet any "inapiretion" which is not ver- 

bal inspiration 1s simply no Inepiretion at all but mean- 
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ingless nonsense, “2 Sexipture 1s either verbally inspired 

or 1t is not inspired at all. Sut 1+ must be clearly re- 

alized that pr. Piener is here defining not the "how" but 

the "whet" of inspiration. "Verbal" refers not to some 

mode or manner of inspiration, but to the object of in- 

Spiretion, 4.6,, the words, Therefore any distinction be- 

tween the general "feet" of “inspiration” and the varti- 

culnr "theory" of "yerbal insplretion" is senseless, Pie- 

per teaches the fact of inspiration, 1.¢e,, the fect that 

all Seripture, all 1ts statements and yvords, are inspired 

by God. The "now" of the mystery is nowhere elucidated; 

in feet, such a speculative penotration into the nystery 

of inspiration is auite foreign to Piencer's theolosical 

hebite 

Nor does Piecner teach any sort of mechanical inspi- 

ration. In his chanter on "he Relation of the Holy Ghost 

to the Holy writers, "49 which 4neddentally does not deal 

with the "how" of the mystery but solely with the tio- 

fold fact that the personalities of the holy writors were 

not eclipsed and thet whet they wrote wes the pure Word of 

God, Pleper explicitly rejects end condemns any “mechanical 

or external concept of the 1G" of the rolationship of the 

writers to the Holy Ghost. a Pleper reiterates the Church 
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Fathers' repudiation of the netion of the HMontanists thet 

the holy writers wrote in a state-of trance. No, the 

writers wers not automate, lifeless machines, but living, 

personal instruments, with intellect and will, and with 

their own dietinct style. God did not merely move thoir 

hands in 2 mechentleal fashion, but utilised their entire 

paycholozical equipment. With Quonstodt Pleser rejects 

the notion "as though the holy writers had written without 

and agoinst thelr wlll, without consclousness and unwite’ 

tingly; for they wrote voluntarily, willingly, and know- 

ingly." It seems hig¢hly improbable to suppose that those 

whe tal: about “mechenien]," inspiration heve never read 

such explenntione and Giscleiners, Rather, the derogatory 

epithet "mechanical" is applied simply te the Lidentificas 

tion of Seripture with God's Word ver se. so 

when the dogmaticions refer to the holy writers as 

"anamienses, noterii, manus, calemi, clerks, secrotaries, 

  

hands, pens, of the Holy Spirit, "51 tnac eannot be feirly 

interpreted in a mechanicel sense, says Pieper. ‘The temas 

are perfectly Seripturel, as long as the point of con-= 

parison, 1,c., the mere instrumentality of the writers, is — 
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observed: 

The expressions state no more and no less than the 
fact that the holy writers did not write their om 
word, but God's Word, - . « and tnat is, as we heve 
soon, the suthorltative judgment of Christ and His 
Apostles 52 

ALL this applies also to the so-called "dictation- 

theory," whieh J, I, Facker has enlled "2 theolocical 

mare's nest; 1% never existed at any time during the past 

century seve in certain people's imsginction."5>5 To be 

sure, the dosuaticlans used the Tigure of Giectatio, cmon: Wee 
  

others. Thet this dictatio “cannot possibly have a purely 

mechanies.. sonnotetion" Dr. Freus demonstrates "from the 

act that the dogmaticlans speak of a ‘dictatio rerun, 1uitt 

1.0., 2% "Gictation of subject matter." Furthernore, the 

mere use of 2 compserison is not yot a “theory.” If one is 

f0ing: to speak of the "dictation theory" merely because the 

comparison of dictation has been employed, then, on the 

hasis of other Serintural comparisons, one must also speak 

of the "ren theery," the "mouth theory," otc. 

he monorgistie doctrine of inspiretion ropresented 

by Piener is frecuently accused of emphasizing the divine 

Bide of Serlptuxre to the neglect of the Inman side. in re=- 

  

52Ibid., Dd. 229-230. 
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plying, Pieper points out that the emphasis on the "divine 

Side" 1s the onphasin of Seripture iteelf. 55 fnd the rea- 

son for this is obvious, saya "Piencr, After all, the 

“humen side" is sll teo obvious and is 4n no danger of 

being overlooked. But because of man's spiritual blind- 

ness the "divine side" of Seripture, 1.6., the fact that it 

is throughout the inspired Word of God, 15 not at all ob} 

vious, but must constantly be repeated and emphasized a— 

geainst the impulses of natural reason, 

Presuppositions of Sole Serintura: Inerraney 

the moderns, cays Pleper, when they accuse the old 

theolopicns of overlooking tho “human side” of Scerinture, 

xeally do not mean the human side et all. Rather, “by the 

humen side, about whieh they are 50 concerned, they mean 

the allered errors in Seripture, "25 With Luthero? Pieper 

is perfectly aware of the humen side of Serinture. it is 

the conclusion thet therefore Serinture may contain errors 

that both luther and Fiener reject, 

At this point FPieper's opponents scem to assume the 

  

SSPieper, op. cit., I, 235. 

561p4d,., pe 2536. ‘Inoldentally, the Christologiesal a- 
nelosy supports orthodoxy and not modernism; Just as 
Shrist’s humen neture does not imply sim, so the "human 
side of Seripture" does not isply error. 

STpieper, op. cit., I, 255, 278-279. 
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Philosophionl maxim, Lindtum non capax infiniti, while 

Picper mainteins thet Pinitun eopex AntinitL; but in the 

latter case this is not an & priori, philcsophical assunp- 

tion, tut mercly a teking seriously of Seripture's claims 

regarding, Ltiself, It is easy to see why Aulon prefers an- 

Sther principle, infinitwe: canax finiti, by which he 

  

Cleins to hove "transeenied" the antithesis between the 

tuo historic Dz ninciples. 5% ‘the Seripture, with o11 ita 

eller cd imverfections end errors, remaine finite, but 

sonechow the infinite Word of God is able to use this f1- 

nite, errenecus record end to sne ake through ite 

Iimtely 14 has been suggested by cone rho himself holds 

the modernmistile view of Serlpture that only "plenary," 

thet is, full 4inspiretion, which implica inerrenecy, is to 

be rejected, but thet “verbal insniretion” can be accented 

in the sense that the very words of Scripture cre divinely 

given, Sut, according to this view, “verbal inspirati on" 

docs not ente4il inerrenoy.>? This is a perfect enhodinent 

cof the infinitum cepax Piniti ideas fhe thorouchly human 

Bible, with all its olleged errors is nevertheless the wite= 

hess snd besrer of the Word of God. 

Such an idea of "verbel inspiretion" hes only the name 

  

58suon, o Op. cit., pp. S7ff. 

593ohn Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Hecen 
Thousht (New York: Columbia University Frese, 1956), p. 115.    
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im common with Pleper's doctrine, "Verbal inspiration, " 

i.c., inspiration of the words of Seripture, means nothing 

else then "plonary inspiretion," 1.0., the full inspiration 

of everything in Serlpture, If something is inspired, 

if it is really the Word of God, then it cannot without 

cynleisn be said to contein error, The concent “Word of 

God, which however may contain error,” is for feith an ine 

Possible one, It may be o fine specimen of Sehrelbtisen— 

  

theolozie, but spirltuelly it 1s impotent end unrealistic. 

Piopor'’s quote from Luthor is most a propos: 

  

If they believed that the Word is God"s, they would 
net ploy with it in such a mamer, but would hold 
it in the highest csteen and without any dispute or 
doubt regard it as credible, and would know that one 
word of God is a11 words of God and ell words of God 
are one word of God. 

fo predicate inspiretion of Seripture ib to predicate in- 

errancy of 1t. For Pieper inspiretion end inerrancy are 

not separate issues, as if the affirmation cf the ono were 

theoretically compatible with the deniel of the other, 

Any “inspiretion" without inerrancy is no inspiration at 

all. Inerrancy is the test of any doctrine of inspiration. 

fhus, when in 1958 the official representatives of the 

United Imtheran Church in America maintained, ageinst the 

HMissourl Synod, thet Seripture wes "Inspired" but not in- 

errant, the Concordia Theolosteal Monthly called this “a 

  

Spi oper, Op. Ghts, I, 222.   
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clumsy form of sophistry." 

When these men declare that inepiretion is a fact, 
they do not want to be understood as saying thot 
there are no contradictions or errors in Holy Scerip- 
ture, To say that, would be defining the mode, or 
Roxner, of inspiration. It would mean accepting the 
'sheory of verbal inspiration. . « . the distinction 
between the fact of inspiration and the "theory" of 
Anspiration (verbal, plenary inspiration, absolute 
infallibillity of Serlpture, being « mere theory) is 
& clumsy form of sophistry. It deals with en “In- 
spiretion" which is not real inspiretion.© 

Since "all Seripture" 15 inspired and inerrant, thie 

naturally includes whatever Scripture says on any subject, 

ineluding bistorleal, geogranhical, and other date, The 

observation that the Blble is not a textbook of history, 

Geegrovhy, science, cte., and that its statements on these 

subjects do not therefore herve to be regarded as insnired 

end incrrant, Dr. Pieper styles “by no means a clever ob=- 

jection. G2 True, Serlnture's real purpose is to teach us 

the way OF salvation, levertheless 

also the historical date whieh sre found in Seripture 
(for with His Word God hes entered the history of man- 
kind), though mentioned only inoldontelly, are in- 
spired end infallible, because thoy are a part of 

Seripture. 

Since it 1c Seripture iteelf thet is inerrant, and not 

merely selected portions of it, a distinction between 

truth and orror in Seripture is 1n principle out of the 

  

61 tmeodore E nselder , ""Vorbal' Inspiration No The- 
ory," Concordia mneole gical Honthiy, X.(Jamory, 1939), 66. 
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question. 

Plopex shows thet the inerrency of Seripturo is not a 

here deduction, but that Seripture ite01f consistently in=- 

cludes the inerrancy in its cleim to be the inspired, au- 

thorltoative word of god, Charist Himself declered, and 

with reference to o relatively minor point: "The Serinture 

emot he broken. 164 ome thing, thet cannot be broken is 

Heripture itself, all of 4%, not selected portions, A= 

cordincly St. Foul oxplicitly confesses: "ZX belicve all 

things vhich are written in the Law and 4n the Fropnets, "65 

Althouch Fieper does not explicitly cite the following 

texts from the Word of God, they are nevertheless rolevant 

et this points According to Mark 6:58 Christ renounces 

thore whe are ashamed of Him and His words. To Nicodenus 

wrist sald: “If you believe net Me when I tell you oF € 

earthly things, how shall you believe Me when I tell you 

of heavenly things 766 Agein, it 1s Christ Himself who 

says; “If you hed believed Moses, you would have believed 

Me, for he wrote of Me. Eut if you believe not his writ- 

ings, how shell you believe Ky vords?"67 

  

63tpid., pDe 221ff. 
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side from the fact that Seripture itself demands 

absolute ond unconditional submission to its outhority, and 

not a qualified eseceptance which dietinguishes "heavenly 

things" snd “earthly things" in Seripture end then pro- 

fesces to accept the former though not the latter, the dis- 

tinction itself, when employed in the interest of separat— 

ing the sternal verities of Seripture from its. “ephemeral 

elencnts," can lend only to complete arbitrariness. Let 

us grent, for the anke of argument; that Seripture is in- 

errant and authoritative only in its, religious, splirituel, 

thoolozical tonechings, but not in its assertions about his— 

torical ond other "seculer" matters. But now the problem 

begins. whet is definitely "epiritual" in tho Bible and 

vinct is not? Wheat orthodox theology regards as definitely 

spiritual, theological content, is by no means regarded as 

axLlonatically so by others. ‘Take, for instance, the resur= 

rection of Christ. Is this a theological, religious teach- 

ing, or an ephemerel aspect of the historical franeworlc? 

fo orthodox theology 41t is the former, to othors, tho ist= 

ter, There is not a single assertion regarded by orthodox 

theology as definitely "religious" or "theological" which 

eannot be reduced by one who denies’ the authority of Serinp= 

ture 4n "non-spiritual" matters to 1 mere ophemeral "sur- 

face form" which merely symbolizes an “underlying, funda- 

mental idea," a le Aulen. Surely there eannot be ony os< 
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sertion more basic, more “spiritual” and “theological” to 

historie Christilenity than the affirmation that there is a 

personal Cod. NXNet for Tillich, for example, even this most 

basic of all assertions is merely an enthropomorphic symbol 

of the veal "truth" thet God 1s simply an impersonal "1%" 

rather then a “He,” a “sround of existence," or "being 

itself," And yot thin philosopher, who osserts thet "the 

protest of otheisn"” ageinst traditional theism with its 

conecnt of e personal God is "correct, G6 claims to repre- 

sent "Biblical truth," as correctly interpreted! 

Gue shall heave to conelude that the distinetion be= 

“spiritual” or "theological" end “non-spiritual" tyveon 

or "non=theolesical” elements in the Bible is simply fal- 

Jacious, and, sore than ety represents, to use Facker's 

phrase, "oa kind of 3 inpentiten 100."69 The distinction is 

" put in principle. wrong not merely when “taken too far, 

There is no usus of such a prineiple which is not at the 

Bane tine an abusus. Sinee Christianity is a historical 

rellnion, teaching the Incarnation of God in human history, 

its theological content necessarily involves historical 

@lonents, whieh cannot be separeted from the "essence" of 

Christienity, any more then the sclentist can produce a re-   
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fined, distilled "essence" of life severed from 1ts physi- 

cal, organic basis. Both operations result not in a par- 

tial mutilotion, but in a complete snerifice in principle. 

whet Seripture teaches ia Apso facto theological, spiritusl, 

true, and certein. All contrary notions must be dismissea, 

&ccoréine te Tather and Pleper, as carnal, unspiritusl in- 

"undoemytho- ride and biliminess.?? cnrist's own bellectual 

lozizing" rerara for “eohenerel" nistorical "trivialities" 

is oxemplified pointedly in His resarkeble declaration con- 

corning an anonymous woman's anointing of Him: “And truly, 

i say to you, wherever this Gospel is nreaened in the wholo 

world, what she has done will be told in memory of her. e71 

Dr. Pieper teaches not only thet Serlpture does not 

err, Int also thet 14 cannot err (infallibility). To as- | 

sert merely that, as fer as one can tell, Scripture does 

not err, but that in principle it might orr, and therefore 

on error might be found in the future, means that one's 

assertion of the inerrancy rests not on Ser4ipture'’s om 

claims but on one’s own empirtesl Investigations. FPileper 

makes it quite clear that the inerrency is not an a poste- 

riori conclusion, derived from an ompirical determination 

  

of whether errors ectucily anvesr or do not appear in the 
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Bible, tut that 44 1s an 2 prior’ certainty for faith, 
  

Pestings solely on Seripture's owm olains for itself, olains 

which foith simply accents without subjecting then to an 

onpirical verlfiention, whieh would be the crimon lecscae 

hejestatis, Moreover, restlug one's belief in inerrancy es oe 

On on cmpirical verifiention is to believe not 2 doctrine, 

but o human opinion based on research and subject to 7 

chenge. In principle one hes already dispensed oneself 

from believing the inerrancy. 

Whether 2 person tekes the Christion attitude tovard 
Seripture and lets Seristure be the Word of God, is 
seen at once from the attitude he takes aa to the 
possibility of error in Serinture. Christ very defi- 
niteoly rules out the possibility of an error in , 
Seripture when He says: "The Seripture eannot (e! 
SGvarat ) be broken." Fhiltopi had not yet reached 
the Christian attitude toward Seripture when he 
wrete:s "We would not like to say 2 priori with Calov 
thet no error can have 2 place in Seripture." He had 
roached the attitude peritting the Christian when he 
retracted his statement in the third cdition, . e« .e 
This 2 prior’ position is Luther's position. Iluther 
hag no thought of ascerteining the inerrency of 
Seripture by human investigetion (a posteriori), but 
before all investigation he is convinced thet there 
can be no error in Seripture. 7/2 

When the moderns say tint they do not have an "a pri- 

ori theory" of Seripture, this "means nothing else than 

that these theclosians do not propose to teach what Serip- 

ture says of atself."73 the determining, factor is not 

i Seripture but human reason, They “refuse to helieve 
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what Scripture says of itself, but would determine the 

character of Scripture a posteriori, by way of human in- 

vestigation and oriticiem,"74 Ana, applying their empirical 

method to Scripture, they conclude that 4t 1s not inerrant. 

The terms "a priori" and “a posteriori" are of course 

relational. Their meaning depends on the point of refer- 

ence. For Pieper the point of reference is empirical 

investigation. It 4s in relation to this that belief in 

the inerrancy is a priori. But this belief is not a pri- 

ori in relation to justifying faith, or, for that matter, 

in relation to the sedes dootrinae which teach the au- 

thority of Scripture. It would be a grave misrepresenta- 

tion of Pieper to say that for him faith in Seripture pre- 

ceGes faith in Ghrist. He explicitly asserts the very op- 

posite: 

In dealing with an unbeliever we cannot begin with 
an attempt to convince him of the divine authority 
of Scripture. We must first bring him to the knowl- 
edge of his sing and to faith in Christ, the Re- 
desmer from sin. 

Once the Holy Ghost has created faith in Christ in a per- 

son's heart, he will accept the entire Scripture as the in- 

fallible Word of God on the authority of His Word. This 

faith in Scripture, then, is not a human conviction, fides 

humana, but a Spirit-oreated certainty, fides divina. It 
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rests not on reasonable, rational arguments but directly on 

the self—csuthenticating Word of dod, 76 

Aulen repeatedly scores the "theory of verbal inspira- 

tion" because it supposedly involves "rational demonstra~ 

tion." With regard to this charge Dr. Hamann hits the nail 

on the head when he says: "The good bishop forgets that to 

take sericusly what the Word of God declares about itself 

Le not a 'rationel demonstration,' but an act of faith! "77 

The old theologians did indeed adduce various apologetical 

srgunents, which Pieper, too, allows, 78 but these were un- 

dergtood to produce only @ humen conviction, fides humana. 

Real faith, fides Givine, only Soripture itself can cre- 

ate: "The dogmaticians all answer that Scripture iteelf 

has the power to make us divinely certain of its author- 

ity."79 hia 1a the testimonium Spiritus Sanot) internum. 

This ‘nner testimony 1s nothing else than faith itself. 80 

It 4s not a special feeling of some sort, nor is it sep- 

arate from the revealed Word of God, 1i.e., Soripture. 

The Spirit bears witness to Seripture truth, the whole 

emer en scerermen oes: 

76rpia., pp. 307ff. 
7?n. sramenns "Recent Trends Endangering Bounds Lutheran 

Theology @ Sustralastan Theological Review, XXV (Sep- 
fenbesoy’ locks 

sienna, on. cit., I, 311. 

?9preus, op. cit., p. 108. 

80ps ener, op. cit., I, 313. 
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Seripture truth, ond nothing; but the Seripture truth, 

Hence any oppecl from the words of Seripture to the test4i- 

hony of tho Spirit is in principle impossible. Aulen pre- 

sents the relintion of this testimonium to revelation in the 

Bane wey as here indieated, but since for hin revelation is 

not the word of Seripture, he must understand the testi- 

montana in cn essentially subjectivistic, enthusiastic sense, 

The Roman end modernistiec argument thet the appeal to 

the testinonlua Sniritus Sencti internum for the authority 

of Seripture involves reasoring in a circle, Pieper an- 

svers by quoting Philippi: "That 1s the same thing as when 

2 blind men accuses his seeing neighbor of arguing in a 

circle, claimins, thet the sun shines, since he sees by its 

Licht."82 wie was aleo the reply of the old theologicns, rr
 

represented, for instance, by Gottfried Hoffmanns 

is the first principles are known of themselves and 
shine in their ow Light, and eo in the reslm of 
neture Light boars witness of itself and hss no need 
of on outside Light, so, too, the testimony of tho 
Holy Ghost has no need of an outside testineny, but 
chines in its own light and abundantly proves itsel? 
4o be Givine by its own divine efficecy and power, in 
which it rejoices, although another canncat be. ner- 
sucded of this unless he himself attentively reads 
Seripture snd thus shares in this internal testi- 
mony,62 

Both the inspiration and the inerrancy of Seripture 

Slzp1a., ps 309. 
827p34, i 
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&re @scrLbed by Pleper to the original text of Seripture,.©> 

These properties, whieh epply pronerly only to the original 

text, apply derivatively to the copies, namely to the ox 

tent that they are correct reproductions of the original, °4 

That the present copies do, in fact, transmit to us the 

¥ord of Gad correctly, we know both a priord end ea posteri- 

ori. .Christ both promised His vord to the Church until the 

Last Dey©5 ona asserted the reliability of the 014 Testenent 

text which He used, ‘Thus He applies the general principle, 

"Serinture camot be brolzen, "55 to a concrete text from 2 

contemporary copy. Of those who lived hundreds of years 

efter Moses had written, Christ said: "They have Moses Ny 

and the Prophets, "67 Finolly, “in His temptation (Matthew 

4) Christ operetes with the Capne as with an immovable cer- 

taln text, We do not read that tho devil brought up the 

matter of ‘variant readings. 088 mus we know & priori, 

from Christ's promises to His ‘Church and from His ow nor- 

native example, that the original text of Seripture hes 

been faithfully transmitted to ue. And a posteriori we 
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likewise see, as also neologists admit, that "not a single 

Christian doctrine has been rendered doubtful in any point 

by the ‘legion’ of variant readings. "89 

Before closing this discussion of the inspiration and 

inerrancy, a few historical comments showld be made. 

Pieper cites neologists who concede that the Church Fathers 

held the same doctrine of Scripture as the "older Protes- 

tant dogmaticiana."99 In a separate chapter on "Luther 

and the Inspiration of Holy Scripture,"91 Pieper demon- 

strates that what the dogmatioians taught Luther taught 

@lso--only in stronger terms; and Pieper exposes some 

modernistic hoaxes with regard to Luther's position. Re- 

garding those adherents of the modernistic theory of Scrip- 

ture whe claimed agreement with Luther, Pieper concludes, 

on the basis of the evidence, that “their wish to have 

Luther as their protector was atronger than their sense 

of historical truth. "92 

Unlike Aulen's book, which cites only a few brief, 

usually epigrammatic, inconclusive phrases from Luther, 

Pieper's dogmatics is so replete with relevant, often 

89tpia. 

90rpig., p. 266. 

711p4a., pp. 276ff. 

92Xpig., p. 297.   
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lengthy, specific, and therefore conclusive Luther-quotes, 

that the reader esnnot but be Impressed with the outhor's 

Verlteble innersion in Luther's thought. Therefore it is 

ho wonder thet Flenper relterntes Walther's claim thant tho 

theolosy of the Missouri Synod, though it hichly values 

the seventeenth century dogmaticlens, nevertheless has its 

roots deeper, in the Biblical, Confessional "stream that 

Sushed forth in erystel purity in the sixteenth century, "95 

and notices in the later dogmeticiens already a certain 

pollution of thet stream. 

With respeet to the Luthoran Confessions Fieper notes 

thet "it is censrally admitted in our day that they pre= 

suppese Verbol Inspiration as an unquestioningly estab= 

lished doctrine. 94 Therefore, when modern Lutherens, 

vho deny the inepiration, use one of the stock arguments 

of ncdexzm theolocy, i.e¢e, that the Confessions contain 

no separete article on inspiretion or revelation, Drs 

Pliener is at a loss to understand how they can find com=- 

fort in thet fect.?° 

Regarding the Reformed position, in relation to the 

Lutheran, Fieper makes this illuminsting statement: 
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it hes becomes the fashion to say thet the difference 
between the Reformed and the Lutheran Chureh concists 
in this, that the Keformed Church “more exclusively" 
mekes Seripture the source of the Christian doctrine, 
while the Lutheran Church, being more deeply "rooted 
in the past" end of & more “sonservative" nature, ac- 
cepts not only Seripture, but also tradition as au- 
soos gets. But this is net in accord with the 
acts,7 

find then Dr, Pleper shows that it is precisely the Latheran 

Church which maintains the sole Seriptura in practice, 

whiie the Reformed Church, in the points in which 1¢ dis- 

a¢recs with Lutheranism, sets aside the sola Serinture in 

favor of preconceived philosophical notions. 

Yor the "Fundementslists," in so far as they oppose 

mocermisn, Pieper has nothing but praise,?? And @ present 

dey representative of Dr. Fieper's theology observes: 

"Waondamentaliism" is an expression which befits the 
mouth sof true Lutherans neither as a title of honor 
mor as a term of reproach. If one uses the term to : 
belltitle those who cling to the entire Seripture and ; 
te the reality of the facts of salvation, one only 
gives joy to the liberals, puts oneself gant? the 
wrong, and betrays genuine Lutheranisn.? 

These judgments rest on the fact, admitted also, as the 

following quote shows, by honest end informed modernists, 

thet in so fer as "Fundementalism"” opposes modernism, it { 

is not a recent sectarian development but simply the his- 

967n4a,, pe 25. 

9Ttp3a., pps 128-129, 271-272. 

98«tx4ychenbund rechts ' gegen 'Kirchenbund links, '" 
iutherischer Rundblick, I, 26. 
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toric, traditional Christian faiths 

Fundamentalism 18 as old as the Reformation, though 
the name 1s of recent origin, ‘The differences thot 
heave separated the Frotestant sects have been peri- 
pherel; the great doetrines of the orthodoxy have 
been central, held by all, About half a century azo 
the inroads of liberalism caused the conservetive ele=- 
ents in all the denominations to draw tormether. . . « 

Asserting that there could be no compromise on the un- 
changing fundamentals of the Christian faith, they a- 
dopted as « rallying cry the name of "fundamentalist." 
They claimed that they were reaffirming the feith es 
Luther held it, and Celvin, and Knox... wesley, end 
the great missionaries and evangelists, and most of 
the theologians until very recent times, And in that 
elain they were undoubtedly correct. The great Fro- 
testant creeds enunciated the doctrines which ere now 
called "fundamentalist. "99 

YPresupnositions of Sole Scriptura: Clarity 

‘6 Was shown above, even if one were to grant the 

insniretion and inerrancy of Seripture, one still could 

not maintein the sola Serintura, the Seripture principle, 

unless one also believed that Serinture is clear or per= 

spicuous. The Noman Church is the rerfeet example of the 

antithesis. Maintaining the inspiration, and usually the 

inerrancy, Rome denies the perspicuity of Seristure in the 

interests of the’ interpretative function of “the Church, " 

i.e., the pope. Fressed by the Lutheran theologians, Rome 

indeed had to concede that according to its own cleius 

Serlipture 15 clear and lucid; but Rome interpreted this 
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to mean thst Seripture 4s cleer inesmuch as "the Church" 

is there to explain it. But, ce the Lutherans showed, 

such 2 "clarity" is meoningless: "In that wey also the 

riddles of the Sphinx could be called clear and lucid, 

since Oedipus could solve then, "100 

For Dr. Fiener the clarity or nerspicuity of Seri=ture 

consists in the fect that Seripture clearly and unambigu= 

ously teaches all the articles of faith, 1.¢., Christian 

doctrine or Gogme. And this 1s enough for the purpose of 

leading men to salvation. ‘That Seripture itself claims to 

be clear Fiener shows from numerous cartes That there 

“re obscure passeges, not to be construed contrary to the 

sense of the clear texts, Fieper of course acknowledges. 

But the entire corpus doctrinee of Christian truth is re- 

veoled in clear texts. ior does Ficper claim a knowledge 

proper only to a theolosia gloriee. He rather meintains 

  

that our knowledge is partial and limited, saccording to 

the words of the Apostle: "Yor now we see through a glass 

n102 This means that during our earthly pilcrimage darkly. 

we walk by foith, knowing God not directly but only "in the 

cloak of His Word," whereas in heaven faith will cease and 

the beatific vision ("but then face to face") will commence. 

  

100pieper, op. cit., I, 328. 

LOlipia., pp. 320ff. 

102) Cor, 13312, 
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fut this does not militete ogeinst the elarity of Seripture 

at oll. Nowever limited the knowledge given ta Piblical 

Goraa may be, 14 1s nevertheless renl Enowledze. As for 

the mysteries of the articles of £ eith, e.6., the Trinity, 

Personal Union, Real Fresence, etc., which Erasmus hed 

urged orainet Luther's doctrine that Serinture is clear, 

these do not at all prove Erasmus! point. Seripture clear- 

ly and unambiguously reveals the "thet" of these mysteries, 

end foith maintains the "that." but the “how 1s neither 

reveniled in Seripture, nor fathomed by faith, nor neces— 

sary to know. Surely Pleper would endorse Nagel's judgments 

In the sinoke~f1lled contemporary dielectic and ab- 
struse humbug & keen gust of Xnoxien clarity ie most 
bracing, "Orthodox theology is not easily antelli- 
Gible, for on the face of it it pesses man's under- 
standing. But hovever dirricult it may be to fathom 
it cen be stated on a helf-sheet of note-paper. "103 

Sole Serintura Applied: Hermeneutics 

In order to maintein the sole Serinturs principle 
    

it is not enough to grent the presuppositions of inspira- 

tion, inorrency, and perspicuity, but 1t 1s necessary to 

insure the practice] application of sola Seriotura by in- 

sisting on the canon: Seriptura Soripturam interpretatur, 

    

  

103%, Nagel, "Anglican Christology of the Upper Stream 
From lux Mundi to Essays Setnolie and orp ties," Concordia 
theolanicen We Monthly, “Cjune, 1955); 
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Scripture interprets Seripture.l04 God's Word must inter- 
pret itself, snd no human jnterpreting agency, such as 

Church, Confessions, tradition, exegetes, "regenerate 

ego," etc., can be allowed to usurp the self-interpreting 

function of Soripture, which would be a denial of the sola 

Scriotura. 105 

if Scripture is to interpret iteelf, thia must be 

safaguarded by moana of correct hermeneutical principles. 

Though Pieper treats this matter in hig dogmatics, he covers 

it more thoroughly in a series of lectures delivered to 

the stucent bedy of the St. Loula Seminary. In these lec- 

tures Dr. Pieper reiterates and discusses Dr. Walther's 

theses on the Lutheran Church as God's True Visible Church 

on earth. Especially relevant are the following theses: 

fhe Evangelical Lutheran Church yegcenizes only the 
literal sense as the true sense. 10 

The Evangelical Lutheran Church maintains that the 
literal sense is only one.10 

The Evangelical Lutheran Church recognizes that the 
literal sense can be the improper as well as the 
proper; but she does not depart from the proper mean—- 
ing of a word or sentence, unless Scripture itself 

  

104prancis Pieper, Vortraege Ueber die Evangelicoh— 

| CTR Cem CeCe Pas CO Ce oa 
105Pieper, Dogmatios, I, 359ff. 

106ps ener, VYortraege, p. 70. 

107Ipia., p. 72. 
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demand this: nenely, eithor the circumstances of the 
text itcelf, or © parallel passage, or the analogy of 
faith, LOS 

“Anzlogy of faith" here naturally does not mean some humen 

construct, sone mystical magnitude like the "whole of derip-= 

ture" as distinguished from specific texts, an idea which 

Picper, with Hliefoth, calls an "AInconceivable concent, "299 

Rather, the "annlosy of faith" is nothing else than the 

clear Scripture texte themselves, which deal of the various 

doctrines, 110 Aecording to these principles the tesk of 

ex6cesis is not to penetrate beneath “shifting, forms” to 

“underlying idess," but to set forth the literal sense of 

the Serlptural statements and to abide thereby. 

The crucial importance of these hermeneutical prin- 

Ciples in Dr. Piepcr's theology can be apprescieted by re- 

flecting on the conseauences of their denial. Suppose 

someone claimed that he accepted Seripture es inspired, in= 

errent, sufficient, and clear, but then maintained that one 

does not have to abide by the literal, proper sense of 

Scripture, but may depart from it even without intre-Scrip- 

tural reasons, simply on the basis of the demands of human 

echolarship., If the Genesis eccount of the creation end 

fall cannot in its literal form be conveniently reconciled 

  

108tpid., pe 78. 
1094 oper, Dogmatics, I, 201. 

1l0rpig., p. 361. 
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with current sclentifle notions, such as the theory of evo- 

lution, then Genesis must be understood figuratively, even 

though neither the toxt, nor the context, nor the enalosy 

of folth demand the figurative sense, And if the principle 

applies in one part of Serinture it must apply in another. 

If Genesis may be taken figuratively, without any intre- 

Serintureal grounds, then the same may be done with the words 

of Institution of the Blessed Sacrament, "This is My body.” | 

For docs not the literal sense become impossible since it 

contradiots what we know about the nature of bodies, etc. ? 

  

And then follow all the retionalistic arguments of the Re= 

formed, and preconeeived humen notions snd philosophical 

assunptions eaneel the sola Seriptura. Not 2 single doctrine 

is safe from this dissolving process. ieripture becomes as 

obscure us a Delphic oracle and everyone is free to inport 

his own meanings into it ot will. Wo matter what grandi- 

loquent titles of honor are still bestowed upon Scripture, 

in reality it is no longer the norm and authority, but 2 

mere waxen nose, arbitrarily manipulated by autonomous man 

in accordance with the dictates of his reeson, namely the 

usus yetionis masisterielis., Scripture then is supreme no 

longer in fact but only in name, It no longer rules but it 

merely reigns, ie@., its formal, de jure authority is used 

to give a semblance of logitimacy and validity to the actual 

or de facto doctrinal authority of the theological "expert." 

These hermeneutical principies are directly related to 
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the inspiration and inerrancy of Seripture. when Pieper 

teaches the inerrancy ef Serinture, he affiras this of the 

literal sense, =s defined in the above theses, A moment's 

refloction will show that 1f inerrancy epplied to some 

Senge other thon the literal, 1% would be quite mesningless, 

for absolutely any humen writing, ineluding Aesop's fables, 

would be “true" or "inerrant" et some level of generalize- 

tion. Once the literal sense is given up, ovorything is 

"true," provided ene edvances fer enough up the ladder of 

generalization and abstraction. Either the Bible is iner- 

rent in ite literal sense, or it is no more inerrant than 

Other booke. It is clesr then, thet for Pierer the prin- 

Cipies of hermeneutics are not a department by itself, a 

seperste, minor side-issue which does not materially af- 

fect the doctrine of Serivture Ltself. No such air-tisht 

conpartnentalization is possible. Unless the proper her- 

meneuticel principles dre meintained, &11 professions of 

"verbel inspiration," "inerrancy," “sole Scripture,” ete., 

are quite meaningless, since the meaning of these terms is 

absolutely dependent on the definition of wheat constitutes 

the sense of Seripture. 

Sole Scriptura and Creeds 

The underlying, fundemental issue to be considered un=- 

der this heading is whether Serlpture truth can be restated 
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in non-Seriptural terms and still remain Serinture truth. 

ii If it were With Luther, Pisper answers offirmetively. 

not £0, whet would be the point in God's giving of an in- 

spired and inerrant Seripture, if ite teachings cannot be 

brought into any positive reletion with the rest of human 

thought, if, in other words, Seripture's mesning remains 

J sbscure and unattainable? Ficper approvingly cites this 

Significant quote from guenstedt: 

Although sone points belonging to the Faith are not 
expressly, siccording to the letter, or in so many 
words contained in the Seriocture, yet it ia suffi- 
cient that they are found there according to the sub- 
stance or sense, so thet they may be derived and de- 
duced therefrom by means of a correct =nd obvious de=- 
duction. « « « Yror deductions properly drawn from 
Serlpture are God’s Word eccording to the substence 
ond. sense, though not according to the letter or sound, 
what ie properly . . « Geduced from Serinture is 

equal to thot whieh is written," as Gregory of 
Heziensen says in the 37th speech in the 5th question 
about theolosy.t 

In other words, as long as the sense of Scripture is 

preserved, the terms may be extre-Serlptural. This does not 

render such formuletions mere “humen formulations," inter- 

pretations, etc., which are not quite true. scripture truth 

remains Serinture truth even when it is resteted. The dog= 

naticlans referred to this as the unity of the Word of 

Goa, 124 They taught that the Word of God was the same 

  

Tilipid., pe 57. 

112p1eper, Vortracie, p+ 92. 

113 preus, op. cite, pp. 17ff. 
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whether it existed in the mind of Ged, in the minds of the 

sacred writers, or in the minds of the blessed in heaven 

or the bellevers on earth, in this view the individual 

words of Serinture are not viewed in a nystieal-megical- 

nechenical Mayente Rather the enphesis 1s on the meaning: 

and sense of the divinely chosen words, | 

For Flepexr orthodox Creeds and Confessions and other 

formulotions are not merely historically-conditioned ap- 

proxinations to a transcendent truth which can never be 

reached, but they are simply restatements of clearly re- 

veeled Seripture truth. Theological formulations can and 

must be nothing else than doctrine divina itself.215 this 

  

n6hus thet juet as faith in Seripture is not an implicit 

Kochlergileube but a belief of definite doctrine, so also f   
the Confessions of the Church are viewed not as mere "doc- 

trinal bases" to be construed by individuais, 116 put as f 

actual doctrine, as specific doctrinal positions, which are 

not esoteric but knowable and subject to restatement. 

Tho distinction, which Fleper shows to be thoroughly 

  

ll4cr, infra, pp. 109ff. 
11534 eper, Dormatios, I, 52. 

116me Lutheran World Federetion had declared, through 
the Secretary of its Execute Comet eae brie Bie. Boneree 
ion had merely a doctrine s no ac eS rinGe 

Regarding are a view of the essions Dr. Cesch observes 
in an open letter to Dr. Lilje: "The Lutheran World Federa- 
tion hap evaded the Confessional question with modern ele- 
gance," Wilhelm 4. Oesch, "Offener Brief an Bischof D. 
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Serlptursal, 117 between theolosia apxi terres and theologia 

Ter-urres is relevant here. ‘The former, archetypal the- 

Slory, ie God's knowledge of Himeelf, while the latter, 

ectypal theology, is man's knowledge of God and divine 

things. Eetypal theolosy is revealed theology. It must 

correspond to the revealed truth, 1.6., Holy Seripture,. 

“Christian theolosy nust be ectypal; it cannot be enything 

else than an exect replica of the divine doctrine conteined 

in Serinture.” Whatever does not conform to the original 

(archetypal theology), is not theology at ell, in the Serip= 

tural sense, but 15 matacologie, a heretical, empty bab- 

bling. And whatever is clearly revealed in Scrinture is 

ipso facto binding Church-doctrine, and not an open question, 

even though the Confessions of tho Church do not mention the 

natter. 148 

For Aulen such a view is in prineiple impossible, be- 

cause Scrinture itself is not regarded as the truth, but 

as merely a human “testimony" to sone transcendent truth. 

And 4f Serlpture itself is not doctrina diving, God's own 

teaching, then much less can any restatenent of Scripture 

be this, There simply is no real doctrinal authority, and 

  

Lilje," Lutherischer Rundblick, Iv (Juni, 1956), 35. 

1l7picper, Dogmaties, I, 58. 

118ipid., pp. 93ff., 174. 
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Consequently no real truth, doctring Givins, 1s available 

to man, Therefore Aulen is forced to speak of a “penetra- 

tion" through "shifting forms" to “underlying religious 

thenes," a position of eternal skepticiem. 

For Dr. Pieper the sola Seriptura principle means that 

  

truth can and must be known and confessed in the face of 

heretical and secterian opposition. This means that the 

individual theologian oan and must be certein thet his theo- 

loriesl position is 1n complete accord with the Word and 

_ truth of Goa.229 xoenlercleube, 1.¢., implicit belief in 
vhatevor Serinture seys, without Knowing whet in fact it 

does sey, is spirituelly valueless. Certainty, resting on 

the inner testimony of the Holy Spirit, i.e., the seif- 

authenticating nature of Seripture, embraces definite doc- 

trinal positions and is not merely a non-intellectual in- 

pression of having, encountered God in en actuslistically- 

fideistically understood revelation, as Aulen pictures 

at, 22° 

Thet all this has clear ecclesiolosical implications, 

is evident both in Aulen and in Piever. Aulen indeed lists 

"the tiord" as a constitutive factor of the Chureh; but since 

he understands "the Word" non-doctrinally and therefore fi- 

deistically, ho cannot but regard doctrinal uniformity as 

  

1193p4a., pp. 110ff. 

120 11en, op. cit., pp. lleff. ; 
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® false, mechanical objectivization, which ie not determi- 

native fox the Church's unity. t@+ Since no one donomine~ 

tional confession is identical with "the faith of the Chris- 

tian Ghureh, "+=" o kind of Deistic ecclesiology results: 

There is not a True Visible Chureh end false churches, but 

all denominations are more or loss groping in the twilight, 

vs supplementing cach others' partial "insights": oe "Ghe various 

denominations are all members in thet one, holy, catholic, 

end apostclic chureh, beceuse and in so fer as the consti- 

tutive factors are active in each one, "25 The Church is 

frenkly equeted with the aggregate of the empiricel de- 

nominations. With the rejection of the possibility of coc= 

irins divine ond of the corresponding concent of the True 

Visible Chureh, the conelusion becomes ineviteble that all 

the groping denominations need cach others’ "pertiel truth," 

end thus the theoretical foundation for the "Ecumenical 

Movement" is laid, 

For Dr, Pieper the teachings of the Lutheren Conftes- 

sions ere identical with “the pure divine truth, as it is 

reveoled in God's infallible word,"124 wus Lutheranism 

is not one emong many sects, each adding, its own super- 

  

1@linid., pe 341. 
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structure to a common core of “generic Christianity." Ra- 

ther, Lutheren doctrine 1s Christian, Seripturel, cstholic 

doctrine ond vice versa, The Reformation did not in eny wey 
  

chenge the Christian dectrine, but simply recovered the f- - 

postolic doctrine in its pristine purity, 125 a view which 

Sulen explicitly rejects es Napeurd. "226 mere 43 no epis= 

temolozicel eynicisn, nor the correspondins ecelesiclozical 

Deism, in Pieper, but only the clear conviction of faith 

that God de near to His Church: 

The talk: common in our day that all church bodics 
stand on Serinture and differ only in their inter— 
protetiona of 1t is not in accordance with the facts. 
The Roman Catholic Church does not stand on Scripture, 
but ‘on the'repal interpretetion of Seripture. The 
Reformed Churches, as fer as they differ from the 
Iutheran Church, do not stend on Serivture, but on 
4wingli's, Calvin's, ete., interpretation of Serip-= 
ture. he Lutheran Church, however, does not stand 
on an interpretation of Seripture, but on Serinpture 
iteclf. This is not a mere assertion. It can be 
proved by induction in the face of universal contra- 
Giction. 

  

125rpid., pp. 151-132. 

126.36n, ep. cit., p. 67. 
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CHATTER IV 

SO-CALLED PHILOSOPHICAL PRE-SUPPOSITIONS 

Feith and Metaphysics 

It is quite possible, on the besis of wrong or ambigu- 

ous definitions, to proceed to "liberate" theology from 

Philosophy in such a way thet in the end theology is “liber— 

ated" fron everything except empty verb: husks, 41.e., 

certcin traditional words, all vital content and meaning 

having been drained off under the pretense of removing "an- 

tiquoted philosophical pre-suppositions" or “thought-forms." 

4 good illustration of this is Joseph Sittler's Christology. 

Allezing that the Nicene Christology 4s based on an anti- 

quated, "static" view of essences, Sittler proceeds to ro- 

move this defective philosophy and to substitute modern, 

"relevant," "“dynemic," "funetionel," ete., categories, 

while insisting that he 1s preserving the "religious in- 

tention of Nicea" and leaving the theolosy entirely un= 

changed, When this operation has been accomplished, the 

following Christology is left: Christ has only one nature, 

namely the human. This is perfectly sufficient from the 

Hebreic and the modern points of view, Only Hellenic 

thought considered the one human nature inadequate and had 

  

ljoseph sittler, “A Christology of Function," The 
Lutheran Guerterly, VI (Mey, 1954), 122-131. 
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to add yet another, the divine nature. The pre-existence 

of Christ means that God from all eternity foreknew this 

person, Jesus, who, however, did not exist as a person be- 

fore hie birth in Bethlehem. This is said to correspond to 

Hebrew thought-forms, according to which whatever God in- 

tends and foreknows, may already be eaid to possess actual 

existence. In other words, here we have a total denial of. 

the deity of Christ and of His pre-existence. Yet our tra- 

ditional terma remain, with reinterpretations of course, and 

we are told that the theology haa not changed at all, but 

that only certain antiquated philosophical elements have 

been removed. By means of such a theological evaporation 

process theology is left holding empty verbal bags, while 

all substance and content has been eliminated as "philo- 

sophy." This example illustrates the need for great care 

in defining what one means by "philosophy" as distinguished 

from theology. 

For Dr. Pieper, as has been shown in the previous chap- 

ters, whatever Scripture teaches is ipso facto theological, 

even though it may also belong to such areas of human knowl- 

edge as history, geography, and, by the same token, philo- 

sophy. The pronouncements of Scripture on any subject are 

inso facto authoritative and binding for the theologian. 

And philosophy does not constitute a special sanctuary or 

haven of refuge, which is not subject to the jurisdiction 

of Scriptural authority. No area of knowledge is exempt 
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from the correction of sacred, i.e., Soriptural theology, 

ena no human sasertion gains special immunity by being ae~ 

&lened te "philosophy." Thus Pieper does not hesitate to 

enter the field of cosmogony: "Concerning the creation of 

the world ané man the Christian theologian teaches what God 

has tola him in Genesis 1 and 2 and elsewhere in Seripture; 

and so his doctrine ia divine doctrine. "2 And later he re- 
marks with what in the light of modern theology oan appear 

only as studied nonshalance: "Thus Scripture givee us re- 

liable information cn the metaphysical problems concerning 

the nature and the origin of things (Gol. 1:16-17; Gen. 1: 

11-12), for which the philosophers have not yet found a 

gatisfactory answer. "2 

For Aulen this view is the height of heresy. He as- 

serts again and again that metaphysical statements have noth— 

ing to do with the statements of faith, that there is no 

Gonnection whatever between the two kinds of statements.” 

Revelation simply is not the sort of thing which can correct 

or supplement or in any other way be related to rational or 

empirical knowledge. Aulen's ostensible rejeotion of meta—- 

\seeeummhiemmnianimetinmsonemmasssdeeeame mnie) 

2Pranois Pie t (St. Louis: Jon- per » Louis: don 
cordia Publishing neawentes T oy a > 530 

3Ebid., p. 103. 
4 
Gustaf Aulen, The Faith of the shrkesian Church 

(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1948), pp. 95ff. 

Stpad., pp. 14, 96, 108. 
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physies® suggests very much the seme thing as the example 

of theolo;icol evaporation adduced from Sittler. ‘The sus- 

Dicion is strengthened by Aulen's obviously derogatory 

reference to "the metaphysical formulas of ancient Christ~ 

ology, "7 ona is completely confirmed by a perusal of whet 

4ulen actuslly teaches about Christology and the trinity.© 

But what is the meaning of "revealed knowledge" in the 

face of the motaphysice-faith antithesis? Only en actuel- 

istic, fideistic undorstending of revelation, to the ex-= 

Clusion of the intellectual, dianoetic, doctrinal element 

seems to fit the formula. For if feith involves any Find 

of knowledge communicable in propositions, then the pro- 

positions which impart! this-inowledge must either remain 

unintelligible (in which case there is no knowledge in the 

proper sense of the word), or they must proceed from the 

known to the unitnown and thus use concerts already familiar 

from other areas of human experience. In that cease, how- 

  

S:uien's om use of the term "love" (ef. fAmrendix) 
Scoms no Less metaphysical than concepts like "essence," 
"being, "ete. J4ulen's rejection of metaphysics is of course 
mere illusion, the only elternative to metaphysics being 
bed metaphysics, Says Aristotle: "You say one must philo- 
sophize. Then you must philosophize, You say one should 
not philosophize,. Then, to say this, you must philosophize. 
a any case yon must BELL OS SBE AES! ‘ SESeEOULGY 272 p- 
uiikos, cuot n Jaroslav Pelikan, From Luther to Kierke- 
geard (St. Louis: Concordia Fublishing House, 50), De 15s 

Tawlen, Op. cite, po 54. 
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ever, tho affirmations of faith are very firmly tied to the 

rest of human knowledge, i.e., to metaphysics, or so-called 

"rational" or "theoretical" knowledge. But what can be the 

neening of "non~rational" or "non-theoretical" knowledge, 

1.e., = "knowledge" which exeludes the dienoetic elenent? 

In any case, elthor there is a connection between the af- 

flirnetions of feith and those of metephysics, or tne af— 

firmations of fsith are not really affirmations in the 
proper sense, since they do not communicate any Knowledge 

properly so called. Sinee fAulen denies that there is a 

connection, he must deny the possibility of re21 theological 

knowledgs¢, though he mey use the term in a figuretive senso. 

this interpretation is corrcborated by Aulen's in- 

Sistence thet all stetenents of faith, without exception, 

are of | symbolic nature, and thet if these statenents are 

not regarded as symbolic, as has occurred in the past, it 

is 2 sure sign thet the statements of faith have been trans— 

formed into metaphysicsl statements! 

Let us examine the statement: "Christ's body and blood 

are enten and drunk in the Holy Sacrenent." thet is syn- 

bolic shout this stetenent of feith? If, as Pleper,does, 

one accepts Scripture as ultimate euthority, there can be 

nothing symbolic about this statement, at least nothing any 

  

9Yaulen, on. cit., pp. 96ff. 
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more symbolic than is found in any statement on anything. 

But even if 1t be granted that in some theological pro- 

positions certain terms are symbolic and represent, to an 

extent, unknown magnitudes, thie does not mean that some 

very precise and literal affirmations may not be mede about 

this "unknown magnitude." One may, for exemple, make some 

very precise, literal, non-symbolic affirmations about the 

relations of unknown magnitudes to known magnitudes or even 

to other magnitudes of unknown nature. Given the facts, 

for instance, that x and y are unknown magnitudes, and thet 

5x equals y, one hes a literal, precise assertion about the 

relation, or one of the reletions, obtaining between the 

unknown megnitudes x and ye 

Now, however, let us analyze Aulen's own statement: 

Since God is the whole content of Christian et, and 

affirmations about this God belong to this finite — 
world, the affirmations are necesserily of a figurative 
or symbolic charecter,10 

First of e211 one would ask, from Pieper's point of view, 

whet Aulen means when he says that “God is the whole content 

of Christian fsith." How else can this be understood, 

especially in the light of what follows, except as fideism 

and mysticism, to the exclusion of the doctrinal, dianoetic 

element in both faith and revelation? Secondly, let us 

teke the statement thet “the affirmations are necessarily 
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of a figurative or symbolic cheracter." Now, is this state- 

ment itself an effirmeation of faith? Or does not "faith" 

realize that its affirmations are strictly symbolic? Or, 

if "faith" realizes this, Goes it simply agree to isnore 

this inconvenient circumstance end proceed 2s if this were 

not sof Evidently, however, faith knows, for Aulen says 

thet the symbolic nature of faith's affirmations is some- 

thing of which "feith itself is quite conscious,"21 so 

then the statement “the offirmations are necessarily of 

a figuretive or symbolic character" is itself an affirmation 

of faith. And 1f so, then this stetement itself is "of a 

figurative or symbolic character," in which esse, how- 

ever, it scems quite meaningless, for of whet would it be 

a figure or symbol? If, on the other hand, this one af=- 

flrmation of faith is not symbolic, why should it be the 

lone exception? In point of fact Aulen does not regerd 

thet statement as symbolic at all. He takes it quite liter- 

elly. And the same is true of countless other statements 

in his book, Teke, for example, this sentence, selected et 

randoms "Givine revelation cannot be identified or confused 

with anything historical and nunan, "22 Which word or words 

are symbolic here? Even "divine reveletion" is previously 
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defined quite non-symbolically as “the activity of the di- 

vine will in history. " 

Or are none of the above statements “affirmations of 

faith"? If this is the case, what are they doing in a book 

entitled "The Faith of the Christian Church"? Or are they 

Simply "theoretical" statements? If so, they evidently 

Claim to assert something about "religious statements, " 

i.¢., the "affirmations of faith." But if the affirmations 

of faith have nothing whatever to do with metaphysical or 

"theoretical" affirmations, as Aulen urges repeatedly, then 

there cannot be any relation between the two kinds of state- 

ments, and the concept "theoretical statements about reli- 

gious atatements" ie by definition a self-contradiction. How 

can "theoretical" statements (or any kind of statements, 

provided there are non-theoretical statements, which however 

seems like a contradiction in terms) vossibly assert some— 

thing about an object which has no relation whatever to 

them? Again, the only way out is the fideistic-mystical 

G@issolution of the dianoetic element in faith and revelation 

@ iimine. The so-called affirmations of faith are seen to 

be no authentic affirmations at all, in any genuine, dia- 

noetic sense. 

In order to understand what Aulen means by an affirma- NG 

tion of faith, as distinguished from "theoretical" or 

rational-metaphysical statements, one should look at 

Wingren's analysis of Aulen's fellow-Lundensian, Anders 
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Nygren,?> According to Wingren, Nysren's theology has the 

following philosophical starting point: 

Nygren analyzes human eulture in terms of three basic 

categories, the theoretioal (truth), the ethical (soodness), 

and the aesthetic (beauty). Next Nygren performs what he 

cells the transcendental deduction of the validity of the 

religious category, which deals wlth the issue of eternity. 

The three estegories of human culture, argues Nysren, pre- 

Suppose a fourth one, nemoly the religious category, which 

Slone can give validity to the other three. If therefore 

the other three categories are valid, then the religious 

one is yolid also, 

But “validity" here means nothing pesitive or real. 

it is only an "4f . « « then" proposition. Furthermore, 

the separation of the theoretical and the religious cate- 

G0rles moans that the question of truth is completely by- 

pessed, for "relisious" statements are excluded from the 

realm of the "theoretical," 3.€., truth. Relisious state- 

nents are neither true nor false but sinply religious. They 

are the answers of the various historically siven religions 

to the philosophically posed question of the religious 

catesory. Hence the task of theology is simply descriptive. 

It does not seek to answer the cuestion of truth, but it 
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linits itself to the description of a historical reiigion 

in terme of ite basic “motifs." As wingren puts 1t, the- 

cClogy consists of theoretical statements ebout religious 

stetenents. 

Auijen takes rositions in his book which make 1% dif 

Tlcult if not 4mmosslble to avoid the conclucion that he 

shares Sygren's approach and system. In the very boginning 

fulen says: "Systematic theolegy 1s differentiated from 

Philosophy of religion, which eine te establish the specif- 

decliy religious ‘category’ and tts place in the life of 

@ human apirit, tA The sane 1s said even more explicitly 

& Little later, end the three cetegorioes of Nygren ere 

disted, ‘The task of theology is defined as purely desorip-= 

tive. "Falih" is contrested with theoretical knowledge. 

41 the essential features of Nygren's system are thus rep- 

resented also in Aulen. 

Host revesling is a ccmparison of Pieper and Aulon on 

the matter of natural theology. Fieper, on the basis of 

Romans 1:20, asserts that man can and does by nature know 

that thexe is « personal God, the Creator, before Whom man 

is nmorelly responsible, +” fulen, on the other hand, rejects 
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bost-Reformation natural theolory as “aetaphysios, ">! Al= 

though Aulen recognizes "traces of a divine revelation" in 

nature, he maintains that the God "demonstreted" by naturel 

theology hes “only the name 4n common with the God of faith.” 

The reference 1s to the various arguments for the existence 

of Goa,t8 me phrese "God the Creator" does not refer to 

the origin of the universe et all, since that would be meta- 

physics or theoretical tnowledge. 19 Rather, "creation is 

thet work of divine love throuch which this love appears 

&8 the sovereign power in relation to existence." Not only 

can nothing reslly be known of God by nature, but even faith 

affirme nothing more meaningful about God's relation to the 

universe than thet somehow "divine love"=-apparently e 

neeningless expression, for about the Subject of that love, 

thet which renders the love "divine," nothing is known-- 

manifests Ltself in the universe, or rather in existence. 

But if there is no real natural knowledge of God, then 

there cannot be any real revesled knowledge of God. For 

revelation must either uso known or unknown concepts. If 

it uses known concepts, then there must be a previous natu= 

ral knowledge which provides the Anknuepfungspunkt, and up- 
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on which revelotion ean build. Fut if revelation uses un- 

known concents, then it 1s meaningless, and hence is no 

d evelation ot cil, at least in the traditional sense, which 

involves the noetie element. Therefore, either Aulen's 

Genial of naturel knowledge is an illusion, or he operates 

with a strictly fideistic notion of revelation, to the to- 

tel exclusion of any real knowledge. 

Aulen's thinking is mirrored rather interestingly in 

the following argument regarding the deity of Christ, which, 

"8 is clesr from the entire presentation, he denies: 

The question about the "divinity" of Christ cannot 
« « @ be put in such @ way as to imply thet God is 
the known magm’tude and that with this given con- 
cont of God we can measure the divinity of Christ, o 

It is only in Christ thot we see "what kind of being God 

is," namely that he is simply love. But to ask, is this 

Jesus the eternal God, who created the universe? is to 

have pre-coneceived metaphysical notions of God, But if 

"love" 1s the known and God the unknown, is not "love" 

used as a metaphysical concept? And does not the fornula 

"love is God" do more justice to the situction than "Ged 

is love"? Does God, in fact, even oxist, namely as a per- 

sonal Beins? Aulen answers that the “term ‘person’ with 

reforence to God, is a figure of speech, #21 ona that "God's 

power is nothing else than the power of love." It is dif- 
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ficult to sce how this ean be reconciled with Garisatien 

theism, which to Aulen must be a species of “metaphysics.” 

Epistonology 

the entire previous diseussion is but one aspect of 

the ontire matter of tne relation of reason and faith, 

Pieper's view may be summarized vory briefly as followss~* 

truth 1s one, and therefore right reason end right theology 

cumiot conbrodiet each other. since after the fall humen 

reason is blind in spirituel things, and since Seripture is 

God's suthoritative revelotion and the only source of 

Christian doctrine, resson must be subjected to Seripture. 

Here 2 twofold use cof reason must be distinguished: Reason 

eS arbiter ond purveyor of truth, 2s judge, se doctrinsl 

content (usue retionis magistorialis), oni reason as pure 

instrumentality, es mental receptivity (meus rationis minis- 

terialis sive instrumentalis). And just os the legitimacy 
    

of the foxmacr, when oxercisod weon Seripture, must be cate= 

gorloally donied as a violetion of the sola Serlpture prin- 

Ginle, so the latter must of necessity be maintained as the 

only means of apprehending or roceiving the divine revela- 

tion given in Inuzan lenzuase and henes addressed to man 

throush his intollect. 

The usus instrumentalis includes 
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also the observance of the laws of language (grammar) 
and the lawa of human thinking (logic) as used in 
Seripture, for God has adopted the human tongue and 
the human manner of thinking. 23 

The argument reteins ite full foree if one substitutes for 

the traditional definition of logic as the science of the 

laws of thought, the modern one, which regerds logic ae the 

Science of implication and leaves the "laws of thought" to 

the psychologists: 

The logical distinction between valid and invalid in- 
ferences does not refer to the way we think--the pro- 
e685 golng on in someone's mind. The weight of evi- 
dence is not itself a temporal event, but a relation 
of implication between certain classes or tyoes of 
propositions. Whether, for instance, it necessarily 
follows from Euclid's axioms and nostulates that the 
ares. of no aquare can be exactly equal to that of a 
cirole is a question of what is necessarily involved 
in what 1s asserted by our propogitions; gna how any=- 
one actually thinks is irrelevant td it. 

The ysus ministerialis, then, 1s a necessary corollary 

of the belief in verbal, propositional, doctrinal revela- 

tion, such as we have it in Scripture. Hence the realm of 

logic is not something foreign or extraneous, non-theologi- 

cally "philosophical," sort of a private domain of Aristotle 

(who after all did not invent logic but merely systemetized 

it). If the laws of logic are involved in understanding 

Scripture, then these same lawa were involved in writing it 
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in the first place. Hence Packer writes: "Moses, the 

prophets, Christ, the apostles, all spoke God's words to 

men; and what they said took the form of stetements and 1n- 

ference, arcument and deduction." And in e@ delightful lit- 

tle accompanying footnote Packer quotes Kamms 

With reference to logical forms our Lord used analo 
Ine x4. 13; reduetio ad absurdum, vett, x14. 263 ex 

tradietion, hae vi. 39. ay ee 
in point of fact, Llosie cannot even be denied without eas- 

sumine iti For to deny anything, or even to state anything, 

is to presuppose the law of non-contradiction; and the de- 

ninl of this law is self-contradictory. 

it has becouse the fashion to distinguish an intellectu- 

alistic-rationslistic Orthodoxy from a Hiblieal-dynamie Re- 

formation, especially with respect to the use of reason and 

the Goctrine of Scripture. Emil Brunner, 25 for example, as- 

serts this conflict, and insists that the old Orthodox doc- 

trine of Seripture, 1.6., Verbal Inspiration, is no longer 

tenable in the light of modern knowledge. Not infrecuently 

the supposed untenability ef Orthodoxy is linked with the 
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heme of Immanuel Kent. Thus, according to John Baillie, 4t 

wes Kant who undermined Orthodozxy's foundation, 7! 4 perti- 

cularly concise end relevent instance of this tendency oc- 

curs in « relatively recent volume, in the form of the re- 

nerkable assertion that 

&® repristination of classicsl Litheran Orthodoxy wes 
Impossible efter Kants he had des stroyed the epistezo- 
Lorient presupp sositons upon which Orthodoxy hed built 
lts system. For thet reason the attempts that were 
made to repristingte Orthodoxy feiled to produce a 
lasting theology.2 

Aceordine to this stetement Dr. Picoor’s theolocy aither 

(1) is not 2 repristination of classical Lutheran Orthodoxy, 

or (2) is not a “lasting theology," its epistemological pre- 

supposltions having been destroyed by Kant. Since the the-~ 

Olory cf \inlther ond Pieper claimed to be end was recopnized 

es "a repristinetion of elassical Lutheran Orthodoxy," one 

nust e&ssume that the latter alternative is intended. The 

subsequent discussion will concern itself not with the 

"eleecieal Lutheran Orthodoxy" of the seventeenth century 

per se, but only with Orthodoxy as "repristincted" by Pieper. 

Wheat ere Plierer's "“enistemolories1 presunzesitions"? 

fis has been shown above, Dr. Fienper proposes to use reason 

strictly os instrumentality, not as content, All content is | — 

already given in reveletion. And the fect that this rev- 

  

27sonn Baillie, The Idea of Revelation in Recent 
Thoucht (New York: Columbia University Frees, 1956), p. 11. 
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elation tokes the form of Seripture, which consists of 

words ani ctotements and is thus addressed to man throuch 

his mind, brings with it ipso facto the methodological ne- 

9 Ley 

cessity of the instrumental use of reason. £5 has been 

shown in the previous chapters, Dr. Pieper presupposes, 
not indeed arbitrarily but in obedience to Serinture's spe- 

cific demands, that the Bible is God's word end revelction, 

thet it is entirely infollible, that it is clesr and suf- 
ficient, so thot Lts meaning ean be determined with certainty 

and precision. 

Viewed with respect to subject metter, many of Piener's 

2 es ee ee: ae eee eee 

“97% is clear that Piener views language end losic not 
8S arbitrary, jeetive aecidents in a universe governed by 
chance, but as objectively valid. Ono's view of languece, 
logic, and mind will noturally refleat one's belief about 
the noture and oricin of the wniverse. If the observable 
universe is viewed as essentially self-generated, if man is 
but om secidental, ephemeral, and infinitesimal excrescence 
of matter-cnergy evolving by blind chance, then men's mind, 
reason, and lensuefe are but tokens of the evolutionary 
orseenization of aatter ami reflect nothing more than a passing 
stage of men's progressive adjustment to those conditions 

    

“which honpeen to prevail in nis tiny speck of the space-tine 
continuum, If, on the other hand, one belicves that the uni- 
verse was created by a personel, intelligent, puroeserul, 
and all-powerful Being, God, 4f this God is not "wholly 
Other" from man, but rather One tho has crested man in His 
Om likeness (Genesis, chavter one), if God hese endowed men 
with an immortal moral and rationel soul, and if Sod employed 
and still euploys rationel lenguege to comnunieste with his 
rational creatures, then lansusge and logic will be viewed 
not as mere conventions but as in principle objectively valid 
by virtue cf the Creation. This view, rocted in the CGrestion 
and isnoring neither the event of fahel nor thst of Pentecost, 
is noturally incompetible with ell eynieal-ninilistic-rela- 
tivistie notions and theories. 
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theoloricsl positions belong to philosophy, in the sense 

thet they eddress themselves to the same questions which 

Philosophy investigates; for epistemology, logic, cosmogony, 

ete., ere arces of philosophicsl interest. With reppect to - 

source or authority, however, Pierer's theological positions 

by faith, on the authority of divine revelation, while phi- 

losophy knows uo authority except naturel resson end con= 

structs its tencts on that basis alone. If, because Pieper 

employs logic, articulates an epistemology, cte., it is ss~ 

serted tha nis ct
 Picper's position involves "shilcsorhy, 

cannet be chellenged 4f the same thing is understood of 

-cripture itself, in fact; of anyone who says snything on 

these subjects. But “philesophy" in this sense is not an 

entithesic to theology, 2° eng must be distinzuished fron 

philosophy as humen speculation or rationally denonstrated 

knowLedce. 

Sinee ail of Pieper's supposedly philosophical assers 

    

3°) writer in The Christian Century, following Gabriel 
Hebert, charges thet belief in the complete infallibility of 
Serinture involves "philosophy," 1.¢., wnat he cells the 
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Bibliothece Saore, 114 (April, 1957), 157-170; Kurt E. 
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tions rest not on rational demonstration but on reveletion 

alone, they are situsted quite securely beyond the reach of 

Kant or ony other would-he “destreyer." Kant challenged not 

theology based on supernatural revelation, but merely retion- 

®l speculation, by unaided human reason, in the realm of the 

Supernetural., Felikan himself admits this and says quite 

correctly: 

Kent's eritieism does no harm to Luther's view of 
faith, Wor Luther did not accert Christ as his Lord 
on the basis of rational ovidence or proof. .« « « 
Iuther's personal experience of God wes too vivid and 
too intense for him to concern hinself with the 
cuestion of whether reason can prove Him to be real. 

But he adds immediately: 

his stands Melanchthon's intelicsctusl— 
e 

In contrest to th 
ism, for which the constructs and discoveries of tho 

oO: reason wore importent factors in the religious life, 
it was their function to provide the mind with certainty 
about the validity of Christian doctrine and to weave 
that doctrine into a comprehensive whole.J 

In other words, if one's theolor¢y rests on faith rather 

than on rational demonstration, Kant is irrelevant. But the 

implication 1s that for the representatives of “"Clossical 

Lutheran Orthodoxy" and their "repristinators" feith rested 

on rational demonstrations; else they woule be as free of 

Kant ac inther is. It has been shown in the previous chap= 

ters that for Fieper theology rests entirely on fsith in the 

Word of Go@, and not on rational demonstration, That Serip=- 

ture is the ‘tiord of God no one can demonstrate rationally, 
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It can only be accented by faith. ‘Thus, according to 

Felikan's own exzument, the theology of Fieper, the "re- 

pristinator" of “elossical Lutheran Orthodoxy," Je es little 

afvected by Kant as Luther's. 

4g Tor the attenmt to intraduce « schism between 

luther and Melanchthon in the ares of Fzoleronens, and then 

te place subsecuent Lutherenism, 1.¢., "classical Lutheran 

Orthedoxy," inte Melenchthon's camp, three observstions 

must be unde wlth reference to Pieper. firstly, as was 

shown before, Fleper explicitly rejeats the idea thet doc- 

trine is to he woven into a “comprehensive whole," i.e,, 

f -eysten., Secondly, Pieper docs Indeed teach that the mind 

must have “certainty about the validity of Christian doc- 

trine," end his many luther-quotes prove that he is merely 

repecting softly wheat Luther had asserted with his character= 

istic vigor and boldness in the face of all doctrinal sken- 

ticism; doctrinal certainty wes crecisely «a charecteristic 

or luther, not of the vacillating Helanchthon,?~ Thirdly, 

Pleper never beses any doctrine on rational demonstration, 

but on the contrary, insists that this cannot be done, and 

that the truth of God's Word can be accepted by faith alone. 

fnd thet Svirite-created faith is certainty. Here applies 

with full force whet Dr. H. Hamann says of Aulen's clein 
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that the "theory" of Verbal Inspirstion involves retional 

dencnstration: "The good bishop forgets that to take seri- 

ously whist the Word of God Goclares about itself is not a 

'ratlonel demonstration, but en act of faith!"33 Lake- 

wise Dr. Flieper's doctrinal certainty is not a matter of 

rational demonstration but an act of Peith, and hones, ac- 

cording to Feliken's own logie, one would heave to conclude 

hat if Luther escapes unseathed from Kent's razor, then so 

Goes Tieper, the "repristinator" of "elessical Lutheran 

ut Plener escapes, 1f indeed he needed to sscape, 

oy & cifiercnt route then a “new reference to the centrali=- 

ty of faith vather then of reason in theological thought, "4 

For Pieper this is not a valid antithesis, as far as the 

instruuental use of reason is conecrued. Faith uses reason 

28 the apprehending organ of Givine reveletlon--nothing 

more. Nor ic this at all different from the position 

of luther, who, as Pelikan rightly states, albeit in a 

footnote, "endorses Aristotles's logical writings, "55 and 

used them. If, therefore, Fierer's theology or his so-called 
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"“epintemological presuppositions" are to be "destroyed" by 

Kant, this destruction must take plece in the area of logic, 

ise., the instrumentel use of reason, since the magisterial 

use of reason is rejected by Pieper himself. Has Kant, 

then, destroyed logic, as classically formulated by Aris- 

totle, for Na tanoed Nothing could be further from the 

truth, according to Kant hinself: 

That Lowic, from the earliest times, hes followed 
thet . . « secure method, may be seen from the fact 
that since Aristotle it has not had to retrace a 
Slngle step, unless we choose to consider as improvee 
mente the removal of some unnecessary subtleties, or 
the clearer dofinition of its matter, both of which 
refer to the elegance rather than to the solidity cf 
the science. It is remarkeble also, that to the 
present day, 1% has not been able to make one step in 
advance, so thet, to all eppearance, it. may be con- 
sidered as completed and perfect.2 

"Pletonisu" ve. “Aristotelianism" 

From the preceding discussion relative to Aulen's 

position it would appear that he distinguishes two kinds 

of truth unrelated to each other, “theoretical” truth on 

the one hand, and the "Truth of revelation" on the other, 

And by his consistent use of Luther he implies the claim of 

having Luther on his side. But Bengt Haeggiund has 

studied the matter rather carefully, and concludes thet 

although the contrery is popularly claimed because of a 
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superficiality of understanding, Iuther did not believe in 

&® double truth, but believed thet truth is one, and thet 

there can be no real contradiction between true philosovhy 

and true theology?! The book, incidentally, ulso shows 

how important, rether indisrensable, the dianoetic element 

in faith is for Luther, who was thus by no means a fideiat. 

In onother book, on the doctrine of Serinture found 

in John Gerhard, as representative of Luthersn Orthodoxy, 

Eserelund shows that Gerhard is very far from eny mantic 

or mechaniocl doctrine of inspiration, and thie not in 

spite of, but partly because of his sristotelienism!>> 

Haegeclund points to a fundamental differense between 

tho Aristotelian and the Platonic views of the nature and 

function of words. Whereas for Plato words are "instru- 

nente neturelia," 4.¢., symbols existing in the external 

world ond usad by man to designate things, the Aristotelian 

view-point sees words as something created by the human 

will to express precisely what the mind wishes to express.>2 | 

Thus 1% is cheracteristic of the Aristotelian view to empha—- 

Gize always the conceptuel content, the meaning, the sig- 

natum, rather than the external cymbol, the simnum, which 
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by itself, apart from its specific signatum, has no mystic- 

Symbolic significance, At the same time signum and signetum 

are seen as closely related ond inseparables "The subject 

matter (Dinge) signified by the words may never be separated 

fron the latter as an independent area, which 1s only par- 

tially attainable through the words, "“9 7% was with this 

‘basic orientation thet the o1d lutheran teachers predicated 

divine Inspiretion of the Bible and identified Serinture 

with the Word of God. 

Rut if the old teachera of the Church were Aristotelian 

in appreach, then the moderns are Platonic. Heaegslund as— 

Sserts thut the entire modern understanding of Scripture is 

doninated by a separation of signum and sipnatum, and thet 

it therefore senerates divine revelation from the words of 

serapture, the divine Word beyond Seripture from the human 

words in Seripture. “+ Seripture thus is seen as merely an 

instrument of tne communication of truth, a pointer away 

from Ltsolf to "reveletion.” At the bottom of this view 

of modern theology is a more Platonic notion of words, 

which causes it to rogerd the eternal truth of the Word 

of God as eternally transcendent and as only mediately and 

in prineiple imperfeetly reflected in Scripture. 
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4 further characteristic of the fristotelian approach 

is its empirioal inolination, which 45 connected with a 

strong sense of the linitatLlon of huaen knowledge. Tho 

fxistotellan knows that he eannot comprehend all, and so 

he is content to describe and analyse particulars, Unlike 

the implied antithesis, Platoniem, the Ariototelian approach 

does not try to construct a systematic, comprehensive worldé- 

view which would embrace all of reality and exhibit its es- 

sential unity. And this epistemological humility of Aris- 

totelianism is mirrored in the loci-method of tne old dog- 

hatlelans. #2 

If, with regerd to a specific issue, "Platonian" and 

“Avlstotelionism" are so construed as to form two mutuclly 

exclusive positions, whieh at the same time exhaust the al- 

termmitives, co thet, with respect to that specific issue 

& man must be either «a “Flatonist" or an “Aristotelian, " 

tertio nom date, then it is quite conceivable that Serip- 

ture, which mokes pronouncemonts on subjects considered 

philosophical, may require one to be a “"Platonist™ or an 

"éeistotelien, * with regard to a specific issue. Under 

much cirsumstances 1t in not 2 matter of philosophical 

tantes and preferences; rather the one is theologically 

richt and the other wrons. In such a case, t9 bs an 

"Arintotelian" or a "Platonist"” does not mean that one has 
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Gepirted from theology into philosophy, and that one's 

position is human, philesophical speculation rather than 

Givine, Gibilenl truth, If, us Pleper meinteine, truth is 

one, and if, as Aristotle maintains, ail nen must philosor 

phiae whether they will or not, then at lenet two titlogs 

follow. Firstly, the issue is never a choice $etveen 

‘philesophy" or “no philosophy," as 1f Seriptural, thec- 

losienl tenets did not involve philosophy; the only ques- 

tion is, “Which philosoohy emong the verious possibilities?” 

secondly, Seripture and theology may reaulre one to erdorse 

cert2in tonets of a historic philosophy and to reject 

ethers, When that happens, one is not imposing phile- 

sophicsi. tonets upon Serinture, but morely recognizing thet 

on & given point a given philosopher was right and found 

Pant cof that truth which ta ones 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The difference between the theology represented by 

Pieper and that represented by Aulen has been shown to be 

@ basic and fundamental one. Pieper's theology, based on 

superneturel revelation, inoulcates Soriptural truth for 

the purpose cf bringing people to salvation. Aulen's the- 

Ology is strictly "scientific" and does not recognize any 

revealed truth, in the sense of doctrine. The two positions 

are antipodsl and mutually exclusive. 

It has been shown that for Dr. Pieper Scripture and 

not any kind of philosophy, determines theolozy. The sole 

Soriptura principle, moreover, is not an empty slogan which 

can be combined with all sorts of positions, but 1t definitely 

presupposes inspiration, inerrancy, sufficiency and verspicu- 

ity, and requires adherence to rigid hermeneutical canons. 

Resting firmly on divine revelation, and not on rational 

demonstration, Pieper's theology is immune to Kant's 

ersbique, and is indeed a “lasting theology," not outmoded 

as ‘long as Scripture is not outmoded. 

But if Pieper ia not "old," Aulen is not now. The 

latter's basic tenets, 1.e,, that Scripture is not God's 

Word, that the identification of Scripture and God's Word 

or revelation is mechanical, intellectualistic, etc., that 
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revelation is activity and not doctrine, were quite fa~ 

mMiliar to Pieper. Aacording to Pieper there are only two 

kinds of possible theologies, i.e. sola Seriptura theology 

and ego-theology or pseudo-theology. Since Aulen's theol- 

ogy is confessedly not in the former, it is clearly in the 

latter camp. Avlen's views are but a variation on the same 

basic ego-theological theme, which was so familiar to Dr. 

Pieper and against which he protested so earnestly. 

From the point of view of the theolegy represented 

by Dr. Pieper one oan only agree with the severe but docu- 

mented judgment of Dr. David Hedegard, a Swedien theologian, 

who hag a high regard for Dr. Pieper and repeatedly cites 

him as a representative of Biblical truth: 

the Lundensian theology, like Berthianism, represents 
a real nihilism in regard to truth. And, like 
Earthienisn, the Lundensian theology is not a new 
orthodoxy. It is actually a new and worse form of 
modernicn. 

sneer tetera 

Lpavia Hedegard, Ecunenism the Bible (Orebro: 
Evangeliipress, 19545, pp. 193, 242. 

2Ibid., p. 57. 

 



APPENDIX 

The Delty of Christ and tho Trinity According to Aulen 

The subseguent analysis, too lengthy to be included in 

the body of the thesis,? is intonded to show what Aulen 

neans when he eliminates "metaphysics" from Christology. 

in his seetion on the "Religious Sisnificance of the 

Gonfeseion of Folth in Christ,"@ Aulen presents the follov- 

ing Christology: 

The meaning ef the Incarnation is thet "the ‘substance’ 

of the Fether is "incarnate" in Christ." But who then be- 

came incarnate, the Father or the Son? he ensver les in 

fulen's definition of "substance": By “substance” Aulen 

Heans nothings more than Love: 

The Christien confession of faith in Christ is es- 
sentially a confession of faith in the incarnation of 
divine love, of God; in the man Jesus Christ, « « e 
Incarnation offirme that the “essence” of God, or 

in other words the divine end loving will, ‘dwelis' 
in Christ (John 1:14). « « » It declares that no one 
but God, or divine love itself, dwelis in Chriat and 
performs the work of redemptions « « e It is important 
to emphasise thet for feith tho inesrnation means the 
incarnation of diving love. When the idea of Incarns- 
tion has sometimes led to enbisguous interpretations 
of the nature of divine revelation, the reason has 
been that the "cssonce" of God has bsen understood in 
2 more or less "physical" sense. ..» « Luther: "We 

  

Loe, supra, PP. 25, 90. 

2 : Todeee 
Guster Anion, The Faith of the Christian Chureh (Phi- 

ladelphias tuhlenbers Press, 1948), pp. 210-215, 
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find the heart and will of the Father in Christ." 
Therein lics his "unity of substance with the Fa- 
ther." . . . The religious intention in the con- 
fession of feith in Christ is obscured as soon 2s 
something, other than God's "disposition of heart” 
becomes essential and es soon as the idea of a more 
or less "physical" unity of substance eppesrs. . . . 
God's essence is his loving will, not some obscure 
"substance" behind this wlll. . e » If we should 
speak of a substantiel unity which would mean some- 
thing other than this unity of disposition, we 
would thereby essert something less rather than 
something: more; .... 

In other words, the human being Jesus of Nazareth had 

the seme Loving disposition os God, and therein lies the 

“unity of substance with the Fether." Wheat became in- 

eermate wes not really a "He" but an it," 4.e., “love.” 

Christ's "divine nature" is only a matter of disposition 

or attitude, a function of & no more than human person. 

The "Sen" then is not divine et all. How else can one un- 

derstand Aulen's odd remark thet "the statement thet the 

Spirit proceeds from the Son cannot be interpreted to 

meen that the Spirit is not altogether a divine Spirit"? 

In point of fact, Aulen explicitly rejects "all attennts 

to identify Christ with God and thus view him as a god 

visiting this world (theopheny)."* "He 1s not identical 

with God, but he and the Father are ‘one’ (John 10:50); 

one in will, in heert, in purpose, and in work,"> 

  

3Ibid., p. 254. 

4Tpid., De 210. 

Sitpid., p. 213.
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Regarding the Holy Spirit, one finds, inter slic, 

the peculiar assertion that “Christian faith uses inter~ 

chengeably these two expressions, Kyrios-Christus and the 

Spirit. "6 
Whet then becomes of the doctrine of the Trinity? 

fmlen maintolne that the expression "three persons in 

one Codhead" endangers the unity of faith 1n God and con- 

teins "the seed of tritheism."? sulen asserts thet the 

aucient Church understood the term "person" in an “in= 

definite and vague cense," and thet if "we" were to ex- 

plein to the old church fathers "our" concept of "person, " 

they "vould no dovbt deny us the right to use their trini- 

terion formula according to our concept of person; they 

would brand ua as tritheistic heretics." Under these 

circumstances, saye Aulen, it would be contrary to the 

cri¢gingl intention of the encient Creeds "to repeat ver-= 

betim the trinitarian confession of the encient church, 

‘three persons in one Goaheaa, '"© 

The understanding of Aulen's Christology presented in 

this peser, though developed without a knowledge of Dr. 

David Hedegard's eritiaque, proved, uson subsequent com- 

perison, to be identical with Hedegard's estimate. After 

  

Sipia., p. 251. 

Trpid., pe 256. 

Sipid., ps 257. 
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citing substantially the seme excerpts from Aulen as those 

selected as significant for thie paper, Hedegard comments: 

it should be pointed out that these statements imply 
& definite denicl of the true deity of Christ. The 
Sible and the ancient creeds testify that Crhist is 
truly God, ean eternal divine Person. then from of old 
they spoke of His essential unity with the Father, the 
reference was to the biblicel truth thet from etcrnity 
Hs existed as n divine Pernon. But Aulen hes no roon 
for thls truth. To him, thus, Christ is only a men 
whose will is one with the Father's will. 

In the pasasge quoted above, Aulen alsa refers to 
Iuther. Does he really mean to sey thet eecording to 
Luther, Christ ls only a men whose will and heart re- 
fleet God's wlll an@ heart? Everyone who is in the 
least acquainted with Luther's doctrine Enows that 
to Iuther Christ is cternal God, the second Ferson 
of the trinity (ef. Fleper, Christian Dogmaties, I, 
De STIL. Id; De 590rf. o 

4 well-known Swedish liberal, Dr. J. Lindskog, wrote 
en article on Aulen's theology many years ago (in 
the GQuorterly Religion och Kultur, 1934, pp. 7-15). 
He pointed out that Aulen rejects 212 metaphysical 
mirecles connectad with the person of Christ, and 
added: “The liberals must be satisfied with fiulen's 
Christology] because in it the miraculous metaphysi- 
cal element is eliminated from Christianity." He 
quotes Aulen's words: "Christianity is God's work 
of leve in Jesus, our crucified and exalted Lord, 
this and nothing more," Lindskog somzents on these 
words as follows: 

If I were an African negro I would certainly 
say about David Livingstone just whet Aulen 
here says about Christ. « « » HNost of whet 
hes been said here ebout Livingstone, 2 pious 
Hindu would certainly say about Gandhi.-= 

Dr. Lindskog's account of Aulen's Christolozy is. 
quite correct. All that Aulen teaches about Christ 
could be seid about a Christian like David Living- 
stone, or about a vious heathen like Gandhi. It may 

7 
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be added that Dr, Lindskog was a prominent man in the Eeumenleal Movenent.9 

such radical cenclusions are reached not only by un=- 

Sympathetic observers, Hdgar Cerlson says quite forthrisht- 

ly: "The identity between God and Christ is an identity of 

will end disposition. Swedish theolopisns avoid a meta- 

vhysilesl interoretction of the Prinity, "20 

hele F, &S. Ferre recorts an illuminating incident, 

houch, regrettably, he does not identify the theologian 

involved, excent to say thet he is a “youncer" one: 

In @ recent discussion, e Lundensien thinker, when 
pressed by the euthor, declercd that Subellianisn 
wes really no heresy; that the Trinity can be ox 
plnined chronolorcically rather then anslytiealiy; rl 
that God the Father came down and became God the Son. 

  

, ?pevid Hedegard, Beumenism and the Eible (Orebro: 
Evanreliiprese, 1954), “pp. 192-194, ~~ 

LOnace ar MM. Carlson, ithe ed Ee VER OR of luther 
(Ehiledelpnic: the westminster Eroes, 1946), vp. 122, 

Tels F, 5S, Ferre, Swedish Contributions to iodern . 
Theolocy (Hew York: Harper and Brof., 1959), De 229, 
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